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Sec. 471. Declaration of policy 
It shall be the policy of the State to protect its citizens 
and visitors from unnecessary mechanical hazards in the operation 
of elevators and tramways, to ensure that reasonable design and 
construction are used, that accepted safety devices and sufficient 
personnel are provided for, and that such periodic maintenance, in-
spections and adjustments are made which are deemed essential for 
the safe operation of elevato~s and tramways. The primary responsi-
bility for design, construction, maintenance and inspection rests 
with the firm, person, partnership, association or corporation which 
owns or operates such device. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4 
Sec. 472.Definitions 
As used in this subchapter, unless the context otherwise in-
dicates, the following words shall have the following meanings. 
1. Approved. "Approved" shall mean as approved by the Board 
of Elevator and Tramway Safety. 
2. Board. "Board" shall mean the Board of Elevator and Tram-
way Safety. 
3. Bureau. "Bureau" shall mean the Bureau of Labor. 
4. Director. "Director" shall mean the Director of the 
Bureau of Labor. 
5. Elevator. "Elevator" shall include escalators and manlifts 
and shall mean a guided hoisting and lowering mechanism equipped with 
a car or platform or load-carrying unit, including the doors, well, 
enclosures, means and appurtenances required by these regulations. 
The term "elevator" shall not include a dumbwaiter, conveyor, chain, 
or bucket hoist, tiering, piling or feeding devices giving service 
within one story. · 
6. Escalator. "Escalator" shall mean a power-driven inclinded, 
continuous stairway used for raising and lowering passengers. 
7. Freight elevator. "Freight elevator" shall mean an elevator 
used for carrying freight and on which only the operator and the 
persons necessary for loading and unloading are permitted to ride. 
8. Licensed tramw~y inspector. "Licensed tramway inspector" 
shall mean an individual who has been licensed by the Board of El-
evator and Tramway Safety to inspect tramways pursuant to the pro-
visions of sections 479 et seq. 
9. Manlif't. "Manlif't" shall mean a device consisting of a power-
driven endless belt or chains provided with steps or platforms and 
handholds attached to it for the transportation of personnel from floor 
to floor. 
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10. Operator. "Operator" shall mean the person or persons who 
physically operate an elevator or tramway. 
11. Owner. "Owner"' shall mean a firm, person, partnership, 
association, corporation, state or political subdivision which owns 
an elevator or tramway. 
12. Passenger elevator. "Passenger elevatoru shall mean an 
elevator that is used to carry persons other than the operator and 
persons necessary for loading and 11,."1.loading, exc.ept that passenger 
elevator shall not mean an escalator or manlift. 
13. Skier. "Skier" shall mean any person while wearing skis 
and any person while actually on a ski slope or trail located at a 
ski area for the purpose of skiing. 
14. Ski area. "Ski area" shall mean all the ski slopes and 
ski trails and passenger tramways administered or operated as a 
single enterprise within this State. 
15. Ski industry. "Ski industry" shall mean generally the 
activities of all ski area operators. 
16. Ski area operator;· "Ski area operator" shall mean a person 
or organization having operational responsibility for any ski area, 
including an agency of this State or a political subdivision thereof. 
17. State inspector. "State inspector" shall mean an indiv-
idual in the employ of the State whose duties shall be the examin-
atJo~ and .inspection of elevators and tramways under the direction 
of the director. 
18. Tramway. "Tramway" shall mean a device used to transport 
passengers uphill on skis, or in cars on tracks or suspended in the 
air, by the use of steel cables, chains or belts or by ropes, and 
usually supported by trestles or towers with one or more spans. 
"Tramway" shall include the following: 
A. Reversible aerial tramways, being that class of aerial 
passenger tramways and lifts wherein the passengers are transported 
in carriers and are not in contact with the ground or snow surface, 
and in which the carriers reciprocate between terminals. This 
class includes: 
(1) Single-reversible tramways, which are a type of 
reversible lift or aerial tramway having a single 
carrier, or single group of carriers, that moves 
back and forth between terminals on a single path 
of travel, sometimes called a "to-and-fro" aerial 
tramway; and 
(2) Double-reversible tramways, which are a type of re-
versible lift or aerial tra1r.way having 2 carriers, 
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·or 2 groups of carriers, that oscillate back and forth 
between terminals on 2 separate paths of travel, some-
times called a "jig-back" aerial tr'aID.way; 
B. Aerial lif'ts and skimobiles, being that class of aerial 
passenger tramways and lifts wherein the passengers are transported 
in carriers and are not in contact with the ground or snow surface 
and in which the carriers circulate around a closed system and are 
activated by a wire rope or chain. The carriers usually make U-turns 
in the terminals and move along generally parallel and opposing 
paths of travel. The carriers may be open or enclosed cabins, chairs, 
cars or platforms. The carriers may be fixed or detachable. This 
class includes: 
(1) Gondola lifts, which are a type of lif't or aerial 
tramway wherein the passengers are transported in 
open or enclosed cabins. The passengers embark and 
disembark while the carriers are stationary or 
moving slowly under a controlled arrangement. 
(2) Chair lifts, which are a type of lif't or aerial tram-
way wherein the passengers are transported in chairs, 
either open or partially enclosed; and 
(3) Skimobiles, which are a type of lift or aerial tram-
way wherein the passengers are transported in open 
or enclosed cars that ride on a rigid structural 
system and are propelled by a wire rope or chain; 
C. Surface lifts, being that class of conveyance wherein the 
passengers are propelled by means of a circulating overhead wire 
rope while remaining in contact with the ground or snow surface. 
Transportation is limited to one direction. Connection be~Neen the 
passengers and the wire rope is by means of a device attached to 
and circulating with the haul rope known as a "towing outfit". This 
class includes: 
(1) T-bar lifts, which are a type of lift wherein the de-
vice between the haul rope and passengers forms the 
shape of an inverted "T", propelling passengers lo-
cated on both sides of the stem of the "T;" 
(2) J-bar lifts, which are a type of lift wherein the de-
vice between the -haul rope and passenger is in the 
general form of a "J", propelling a single passenger 
located on the one side of the stem of the "J;" and 
(3) Platter lifts, which are a type of lift wherein the 
device between the haul rope and passenger is a single 
stem with a platter or disk, attached to the lower 
end of the stem, propelling the passenger astride 
the stem of the platter or disk. 
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D. Tows, being that class of conveyance wherein the passengers 
grasp a circulating haul rope, which may be natural or synthetic 
fiber or metallic, or a handle attached to the circulating haul rope, 
or attach a gripping device to the circulating haul rope and are 
propelled by the circulating haul rope. The passengers remain in 
contact with the ground or snow surface. The upward-traveling haul 
rope remains adjacent to the uphill track of the passengers and at 
an elevation that permits them to maintain their grasp on the haul 
rope, handle or gripping device throughout the portion of the tow 
length that is designed to be traveled. 
E. Similar equipment not specified herein, but conforming to 
at least one of the general descriptions in this subsection. 
19. ·Tramway passenger. "Tramway passenger" shall mean any 
person while being transported or conveyed by a passenger tramway, 
or while waiting in the immediate vicinity for such transportation 
or conveyance, or while moving away from the disembarkation or 
unloading point of a passenger tramway to clear the way for the 
following passengers, or while in the act of boarding or embarking 
upon, or disembarking from, a passenger tramway. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
Sec. 473. Retroactive effect 
This subchapter shall not be construed in any way to prevent the 
use or sale of elevators in this State which were being used or install-
ed prior to January l, 1950, and which shall be made to conform to the 
rules of the board covering existing installations and which shall have 
been inspected as provided for in this subchapter. 
This suochapter shall not apply to elevators or tnmways upon 
reservations of the Federal Government, or to elevators used for 
agricultural purposes on farms or elevators which are located or 
maintained in private residences as long as they are exclusively for 
private use. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
Sec. 474. Appeals 
Any person aggrieved by an order or act of the supervising inspect-
or of the state inspector or the bureau under this subchapter may, with-
in 1, days after notice thereof, appea]from the order or act to the 
board which shall hold a hearing pursuant to Title 5, section 9051 
e_treq. The board shall, after the _hearing, issue an appropriate 
order either approving or disapprovi~g the order or act. 
Any order of the board or any rule formulated by the board 
shall be subject to review by the Superior Court pursuant to 
Title 5, section 8058 or section 11001 et seq. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4; 1977, c. 694, Sec. 455, eff. July 1, 1978. 
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Sec. 475. Board of Elevator and Tramway Safety 
The purpose of the Board of Elevator and Tramway Safety, as 
established, is to govern and control the construction, install-
ation, alteration, repair, use, operation and inspection of el-
evators and tramways in order to provide for reasonable personal 
material and public safety in connection with the use of such 
elevators and tramways. 
The board shall consist of 9 members, of whom 7 shall be 
appointed to membership by the director, subject to the approval 
of the Governor. Each member shall hold office until his success-
or is duly appointed. At the expiration of each membe~'s term, his 
successor shall be appointed by the director, subject to the approv-
al of the Governor, from the same classification in accordance 
with this section for a term of 4 years. In case of a vacancy in 
board membership, the director, with the approval of the Governor, 
shall appoint a member of the proper crassification to serve the 
term of the absent member. Of the 7 appointed members of the board, 
one shall be representative of owners or lessees of elevators with-
in the State; one shall be representative of manufacturers of elevat-
ors; one shall be a representative of insurance companies licensed 
to insure elevators and tramways in the State; one shall be a licensed 
elevator mechanic; one shall be a representative of a ski area op -
erator presently operating tramways in the State; one shall be a 
qualified licensed professional engineer, who is familiar with tram-
way design, inspection and operation, and one shall be a represent-
ative of the skiing public who regularly uses tramways. The 8th 
member of the board shall be a member of the Division of Fire 
Prevention appointed by the Commissioner of Public Safety and the 
9th member of the board shall be the Director of the Bureau of Labor, 
who shall be chairman of the board. 
The supervising inspector of elevators shall be the secretary 
of the board. 
The board shall meet at least twice yearly at the State Capitol 
or any other place designated by the chairman. 
The 7 appointed members of the board shall serve without sal-
ary and shall receive their actual expenses while engaged in the per-
formance of their duties as members of the board, such expenses to be 
paid in the same manner as in the case of other state officers. The 
chairman of the board shall approve and countersign all vouchers for 
expenditures under this section. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
Sec. 476. Powers and duties of the board 
The board shall formulate reasonable rules for the safe and proper 
construction, installation, alteration, repair, use, operation and in-
spection of elevators and tramways in the State. The rules shall be 
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adopted pursuant to Title 5, section 8051 et seq., and shall conform 
as near as practicable to the established standards as approved by 
the American National Standards Institute. Such rules shall not be-
come effective sooner than 90 days after the date they are adopted, 
except that rules applying to the construction of new elevators and 
tramways shall not become effective sooner than 6 months after the 
date they are adopted. 
All of the existing rules and regulations which have been adopted 
by either or both of the Passenger Tramway Safety Board or the Board 
of Elevator Rules and Regulations shall remain in effect and be bind-
ing upon the board until such time as the board shall amend the rules 
and regulations pursuant to this section. 
1977, c. 543, ~ec. 4; 1977, c. 694, Sec. 456, eff. July 1, 1978. 
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Sec. 477. Appointment of state inspectors 
The director shall 3ppoint, with the approval of the Governor, 
and may remove for cause when so appointed, a citizen of the State 
qualified to fulfill the functions of the office to serve as super-
vising inspector, after he shall have successfully passed an exam-
ination prescribed by the board. The director may appoint such 
state inspectors as are necessary to carry out this subchapter 
from among applicants who successfully pass the examination. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
Sec. 478. Examination of inspectors 
Examinations for the state inspectors shall be given by the 
supervising inspector or by 2 or more examiners to be appointed 
by the superrising inspector. Such examination must be written 
in part or in whole, and must be confined to questions, the 
answers to which will aid in determining the fitness and compet-
ency of the applicant for the intended service and must be of 
uniform grade throughout the State. In case an applicant fails 
to pass this examination, he may appeal to the board for a 2nd 
examination within 90 days of notification of his failure to pass 
and such 2nd examination shall be given by the board or by exam-
iners other than those by whom the first examination was given. 
Upon the result of this 2nd examination, the board shall determine 
whether or not the applicant is qualified. 
The record of the applicant's examination, whether original 
or on appeal, shall be accessible to him. The examinations must 
be kept on file in the office of the supervising inspector for a 
period of not less than 2 years. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
Sec. 479. Licensed tramway inspector 
The board shall license certain tramway inspectors who may 
perform the inspections required on tramways, provided that the 
licensed inspectors shall meet the following qualifications: 
1. Registration. Licensed tramway inspectors shall be 
professional engineers with a current valid registration in 
some state; and 
2. Experience. Considerable experience in the construction, 
design or maintenance of tramways; and 
3. Experience in inspecting. Four years' experience inspect-
ing tramways while working for an insurance company, a government 
agency or a company perf'orming tramway or similar equipment in-
spections; and 
4. Capability and aptitude. Physical capability and aptitude 
to perform the duties of a tramway inspector in a safe and thorough 
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manner; and 
5. Examination. Sufficient experience and knowledge to achieve 
a satisfactory rating in an examination designed to test the applic-
ant's knowledge of tramway safety orders and principles of tramway 
safety. When an applicant for a tramway inspector's license demon-
strates to the board that he possesses more than 6 years' experience 
in the constructbn, design, inspection and operation of tramways, 
these provisions for examination shall be waived. 
A. The examination for licensed tramway inspector shall be 
given by the supervising inspector or by 2 or more examiners to be 
appointed by the supervising inspector. Such examination must be 
written in whole or in part, and must be confined to questions, the 
answers to which will aid in determining the fitness and competency 
of the applicant for the intended service and must be of uniform 
grade throughout the State. In case an applicant fails to pass this 
examination, he may appeal to the board for a 2nd examination within 
90 days of notification of his failure to pass and such 2nd exam-
ination shall be given by the board or examiners other than those 
by whom the first examination was given. Upon the result of this 
2nd examination, the board shall determine whether or not the applic-
ant is qualified. 
B. The record of the applicant's examination, whether orig-
inal or on appeal, shall be accessible to him. The examinations must 
be kept on file in the office of the supervising inspector for a 
period of not less than 2 years. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
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Sec. 480. Revocation of tramway inspectors license 
The board may file a complaint with the Administrative Court 
pursuant to Title 5, section 10051 to revoke tramway inspection 
licenses for the following causes: 
I. Failure to submit true reports. For failure to submit 
true reports concerning the conditions of a tramway, or for conduct 
deemed by the board to be contrary to the best interests of tramway 
safety or the board; or 
2. Physical infirmities. When physical infirmities develop 
to a point where it appears that an inspector can no longer perform 
his duties in a thorough and safe manner. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4; 1977, c. 694, Sec. 457, eff. July 1, 1978. 
Sec. 481. Notice to director of accidents 
Each elevator or tramway accident caused by equipment failure, 
resulting in injury to a person or in substantial damage to the 
equipment, shall be reported by the owner or lessee to the super-
vising inspector in accordance with the board's rules and regulat-
ions. In the case of an elevat or accident, the inspection certif-
icate for the involved elevator shall be summarily revoked in 
accordance with Title 5, section 1004, pending decision on any 
~plication with the Administrative Court for a further suspension. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4; 1977, c. 694, Sec. 458, eff. July 1, 1978. 
Sec. 482. Examination of accidents by the director 
The director may, whenever he deems it expedient or advisable, 
examine or cause to be examined the cause, circumstances and origin 
of all elevator or tramway accidents within the State of which he 
has knowledge. Upon request, he shall furnish to the proper dis-
trict attorney the names of witnesses and all information obtained · 
by him. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
Sec. 483 Employment of minors 
No person, firm or corporation shall employ or permit any 
person under 16 years of age to have the care, custody, manage-
ment or operation of any elevator or tramway. Whoever violates 
any of the provisions of this section shall be punished by a fine 
of not less than $50 for each day of such illegal activity. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
Sec. 484. Elevator mechanics; license; definition 
No person shall service, repair, alter or install any ele-
vator unless he is licensed as an elevator mechanic under sections 
485 and 486. Elevator work in industrial plants, manufacturing plant s 
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and hospitals may be performed by plant personnel who are not licensed 
under sectbns 485 and 486, provided such work is supervised by the 
plant engineer. 
The word "elevator" as used in this section and sections 485 and 
486 shall include all electrical eq,uipment, wiring, steelwork and 
piping in the elevator machine room, hoistway and pit pertaining to 
the operation and control of an elevator, except power feeders and 
required power equipment up to the control panel, heating, lighting, 
ventilation and drainage e.quipment. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
Sec. 485. Issuance; qualifications 
The director shall issue an elevator mechanic's license to any 
person who makes application thereof, provided that person has had 
at least 2 years' experience in the service, repair, alteration or ' 
installation of elevators while employed by an elevator company or 
has had equivalent experience as defined by regulations of the board 
and provided that person shall satisfactorily pass the examination 
provided for in sectbn 486. 
A licensed elevator mechanic may not have more than 2 helpers 
under his direct~supervision. These helpers need not be licensed. 
A licensed elevator mechanic shall be required to comply with 
all sections of the elevator rules of Maine in performance of his 
duties. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
Sec. 486. Examination; applications; fees 
The examination :ibr elevator mechanics smll be given by the 
supervising inspector and one member of the Electricians Examin-
ing Board or by 2 _or more examiners, one of whom shall be a member 
of the Electricians Examining Board to be appointed by the super-
vising inspector. The person to be examined shall pay an examin-
ation fee of $10. Such examination shall be written in whole or 
in part, and shall be confined to questions, the answers to which 
will determine the fitness and competency of the applicant for 
the intended service. 
In case an applicant for a mechanic's license fails to pass 
his examination, he may request a 2nd examination within 90 days 
of notification of his failure to pass and such examination shall be 
given without further fee. Any additional examinations shall be 
given only upon the payment of the examination fee as provided in 
this section. 
The record and examination papers of the applicant shall be 
accessible to him and his employer and shall be kept on file in 
the office of the supervising inspector for a period of not less 
than 2 years. 
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.. 
Applications for examination and license shall be made on forms 
furnished by the bureau. 
All elev.:itor me<:h.:rnics' licenses shall expire on the anniversary 
dAte of the original issue and may be renewed thereafter for periods 
of one year without further examination, provided a renewal fee in 
the ~mount of $10 is paid and providerl that during that period he has 
worked as an elevator mechanic. 
1977,c. 543, Sec. 4. 
Sec. 487. Pena 1 ty 
Any person who engages in the service, repair, alteration or 
installation of elevators without having a val id elevator mechanic's 
license or any person who, being himself in the business, employs 
a person to do such work who has not such a valid license, or any 
person who procures an elevator mechanic's 1 icense by fraud, or 
any person who violates sections 484 to 486 shall be guilty of a 
misdemeanor and shall be punished by a fine of not more than $50 
for each day of such illegal activity. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
Sec. 488. Skiers' and tramway passengers' responsibilities 
It is hereby recognized that skiing as a recreational sport and 
the use of passenger tramways associated therewith may be hazardous to 
skiers or passengers, iegardless of all feasible safety measures which 
can be taken. Therefore, each skier shall have the sole responsibility 
for knowing the range of his own ability to negotiate any slope or ski 
trail, anJit shal 1 be the duty of each skier to conduct himself within 
the limits of his own ability, to maintain control of his speed and course 
at all times while skiing, to heed al 1 posted warnings and to refrain from 
acting in a manner which may cause or contribute to the injury of himself 
or others. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this subchapter, 
each skier who participates in the sport of skiing shal 1 be deemed to have 
assumed the risk of the dangers inherent in the sport and assumed the legal 
responsibility for any injury to his person or property arising out of his 
participation~"'the sport of skiing, unless the injury or death was acutally 
caused by the negligent operation or maintenance of the ski area by the ski 
area operator, its agents or employees. Except as provided in this section, 
the responsibility for coll is ions by any skier while actually skiing, with 
any person or object, shall be solely that of the skier or skiers involved 
in coll is ion and not that of the ski area operator. This section shall not 
prevent the maintenance of an action against a ski area operator for the 
negligent design, construction, operation or maintenance of a tramway. 
1977, c. 543, Sec 4; 1977, c. 608, Sec. 2jl978 c. 514, Sec. 3 
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Sec. 489. Duties of skiers and tramway passengers; acts prohibited 
No person engaged in skiing or riding on a tramway shall be 
authorized to: 
1. Embark or disembark from tramway except as designated. 
Embark or disembark from any trarrway, as defined in this sub-
chapter, except at a designated area; 
2. Throw or expel objects from a tramway. While riding 
on a tramway, as defined in this subchapter, or similar device, 
throw or expel there-from any objects, nor while riding on such 
tramway, shall the skier do any act or thing which shall inter-
fere with the running of that tramway; 
3. Engage in harmful conduct. While riding on any tram-
way, as defined in this subchapter, willfully engaged in any 
type of conduct which will contribute to or cause injury to any 
person, or to the tramway, nor shall he willfully place an object 
in the uphill ski track which will cause injury to another person 
or cause damage or derailment of the tramway. 
4. Closed trails. Ski or otherwise use a slope or trail which 
has been designated 11 closed 11 by the operator without written permission 
of the operator or his designee; or 
5. Removal or destruction of signs. Remove, alter, deface or 
destroy any sign or notice placed in the ski area or on the trail by 
the operator. 
489-A. Hang-gliding 
Hang-gliding is also recognized as a hazardous sport. Therefore, 
a person who is hang-gliding shall be deemed to have assumed the risk and 
legal responsibility for any injury to his person or property in the same 
manner and to the same extent as skiers under this subchapter. 
Sec. 490. Penalties 
Any owner, manager or employee of any ski area, who finds a 
person in violation of section 489, may first issue a verbal warning 
to that tndividual or suspend his lift use privileges. Any person 
who fails to heed the warning issued by the ski area owner, manager 
or employee shall forfeit his ski lift ticket and ski lift use pri-
vileges and be refused issuance of another and shall be liable for any 
damages to the tramway aod its incidental equipment which have been caused 
by his misconduct. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
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Sec. 490-A. Inspection of elevators and tramways 
Each elevator or tramway proposed to be used within this 
State shall be thoroughly inspected by either the supervising 
inspector, a state inspector or a 1 icensed inspector, and if 
found to conform to the rules of the board, upon payment of 
the inspection fee where required and a certificate fee of $5 
per year by the owner or user of such elevator or tramway, the 
board shal 1 issue to such owner or user an inspection certificate. 
The certificate shall specify the maximum load to which such con-
veyance shall be subjected, the date of its issuance and the date of 
its expiration. Such elevator certificates shall be posted in the 
elevator and the tramway certificate at a conspicuous place in the 
machine area. 
To maintain a certificate in force, a state inspector shal 1 
inspect every elevator periodically every 6th calendar month and 
a state inspector or 1 icensed inspector shall inspect every tramway 
twice each year. One tramway inspection shall be made when weather 
conditions permit a complete inspection of all stationary and moving 
parts. The 2nd tramway inspection shal 1 be made while the tramway 
is in operation. 
The supervising inspector or state inspector may when in his 
opinion the conveyance may not continue to be operated without 
menace to the public safety, temporarily suspend an inspection 
certificate in accordance with Title 5, section 10004 and post or 
direct posting of a red card of condemnation at every entrance to 
the conveyance. The condemnation card shall be a warning to the 
puol ic and shall be of such type and dimensions as the board shall 
determine. The suspension shall continue pending decision of any 
application with the Administrative Court for a further suspension. 
The condemnation card may be removed only by the inspector posting 
it or by the supervising inspector. Any other person removing or de-
facing such card shall be punished by a fine of not more than $50. 
If upon inspection an elevator or tramway is, in the opinion 
of the inspector, found to be in reasonably safe condition but not 
in full compliance with the rules of the board, the inspector shall 
certify to the supervising inspector his findings and the supervising 
inspector may issue a special certificate, the same to be posted as 
required in this section. This certificate shall set forth any special 
conditions under which the conveyance may be operated. 
Licensed tramway inspectors shall submit inspection reports 
to the board on a form provided by the board for all inspections within 
15 working days from the date of the inspection. 
All followup inspections necessary to enforce compliance shall 
be performed by either the supervising inspector or a state inspector. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4; 1977, c. 694, Sec. 459, eff. July 1, 1978. 
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Sec. 490-B. Condemned conveyance not to be operated 
No elevator or tramway which has been condemned under section 
490-A shall be operated in this State. Whoever owns or operates or 
causes to be operated for other than repair or corrective purposes 
such elevator or tramway in violation of this section shall be 
punished by a fine of not more than $500 or by imprisonment for 
not more than 6 months, or by both. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
Sec. 490-C. Certificate required 
From a date 90 days after the rules are adopted by the board, 
it shall be unlawful for a firm, person, partnership, association 
or corporation to operate any elevator .or tramway covered by this 
subchapter without a val id inspection certificate attached there-
to. The operation of any elevator or tramway without an inspection 
certificate displayed shall constitute a misdemeanor by the owner, 
lessee or the agent thereof and he shall be punished by a fine of 
not more than $50 for each day of such illegal operation. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
Sec. 490-D. Installation of new elevators and tramways; fees 
Detailed plans or spe~ifications of each new or altered 
elevator or tramway shall be submitted to and approved by the 
supervising inspector before the construction of the same may 
be started. Fees for examination of such plans or specifications 
shall be $1 per thousand of the valuation of the elevator or tram-
way as covered by the blueprints. The minimum fee shall not be less 
than $5 and the maximum fee shal 1 not be more than $25. All fees 
and sums received shall be deposited with the Treasurer of State 
to be credited to the General Fund. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
Sec. 490-E. Inspection fees 
The initial inspection of elevators shall be made by the 
supervising inspector or a state inspector and the fee for such 
initial inspection of each new or altered elevator shal 1 be $25, 
plus expenses. 
The initial inspection of tramways shall be made by the 
supervising inspector, a state inspector or a licensed inspector 
and the fee for such initial inspection of each new or altered 
tramway shall be $25, plus expenses. 
The fee for each required inspection of elevators shall be 
$16, plus $1 for each landing. 
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The annual fee for the required inspections of tramways, 
when conducted by a state inspector, shall be: Gondola, $200, 
plus $10 for each 500 feet of length, sheave to sheave; chair 
1 ift, $175, plus $10 for each 500 feet of length, sheave to 
sheave; T-bar, J-bar or platter, $150, plus $10 for each 500 
feet of length, sheave to sheave; and pony or ropetow, $50, 
plus $10 for each 500 feet of length, sheave to sheave. 
The annual fee for the required inspections of tramways, 
when conducted by a 1 icensed tramway inspector, shall be: 
Gondola, $200; chair 1 ift, $175; T-bar, J-bar or platter, $150; 
and pony or ropetow, $50. 
When a tramway inspection has been made by a licensed tramway 
inspector, the inspector shal 1 submit the inspection fee to the 
board along with his inspection report. 
All fees and sums received shall be deposited with the Treas-
urer of State to be credited to the r-eneral Fund. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4. 
Sec. 490-F. Reports by the Inspectors 
The state inspectors or licensed tramway inspectors shall 
make a ful 1 report to the supervising inspector, giving all data 
required by the rules adopted by the board and shall report to 
the supervising inspector and the owner or lessee all defects 
found and all noncompliances with such rules. Where any serious 
infracti~n of the rules is found by a state inspector or 1 icensed 
inspector and where such infraction is, in the opinion of the 
inspector, dangerous to 1 ife, 1 imb or property, it shall be the 
duty of such inspector to report such infraction immediately to 
the supervising inspector. 
19 77 , c . 54 3 , Sec . 4 • 
Sec. 490-G. Powers of director and supervising inspector 
The director shall be empowered to investigate all elevator 
and tramway accidents which result in injury to a person or in 
damage to the installation. 
Under the direction of the director, the supervising inspector 
shall be empowered: 
1. Enforce laws and rules. ·To enforce the laws of the State 
governing the use of elevators and tramways and to enforce adopted 
rules of the board; 
2. Free access to premises or location. To have free access 
for himself and the state inspectors at all reasonable times to any 
premises in the State where an elevator or tramway is installed or is 
under construction for the purpose of ascertaining whether such elevator 
or tramway is installed, operated, repaired or constructed in accordance 
with this subchapter; 
18 
3. Supervising inspectors. To allocate and supervise the 
work of state inspectors; 
4. Records. To keep a record of the type, dimensions, 
age, conditions and location and date of last inspection of all 
elevators to which this subchapter applies; 
5. Certificates. To issue and temporarily suspend certificates 
allowing elevators and tramways to be operated pursuant to Title 5, 
chapter 375; 
6. Examinations. To hold examinations, and to establish the 
fitness of applicants to become inspectors or elevator mechanics, and 
to issue certificates or licenses to those persons who have successfully 
passed such examinations and are -approved by the board as elevator 
inspectors, 1 icensed tramway inspectors or elevator mechanics; and 
7. Copies of rules. To publish and distribute among elevator 
and tramway owners, lessees, manufacturers, repair companies and 
other requesting them, copies of the rules as adopted by the board, 
except those rules which are American National Standards Institute 
standard, which must be obtained from the publisher. 
1977, c. 543, Sec. 4; 1977, c. 694, Sec. 460, eff. July 1, 1978. 
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This chapter describes the requirements and procedures 
established by the Board for the conduct of Adjudicatory 





A. ~oticc of hcarinrs to he held hv the Board shall he riven ~s 
follows: 
1. By regular mail to the person or nersons whose le~al rirhts. 
duties or privileges nre at issue, sufficiently in advance 
of the hec1rinr date to afford an adequate <mnortunity to 
prepnrc and suhmit evidence and ar~umcnt. 
2. Ry puhlication to the nuhlic sufficiently in ndvance of 
the hearing date to afford interested persons an adequate 
opportunity to prepare and suhmit evidence and argument 
and to petition to intervene in any nroceedin?S deamed hy 
the a~cncy to involve the determination of issues of suh-
stantial puhlic interest. 
3. ~oticc by puhlication shall he given in~ newspaper of 
general circulation at least twice, in the aren of the ~tate 
affected and in any other trade, industry, professional or 
interest group puhlication which the Roard deems effective 
in reaching persons who would he entitled to intervene. 
r.. ~11 notices of hearings shall contain the followin?,: 
1. A statement of the lepal authority and iurisdiction under 
which the proceeding is hein~ conducted: 
2. A reference to the pnrticular substantive stntutory 
nnd rule provisions involved: 
3. A short and nlc1jn st<1tement of the nnture c1nd purpose of 
the proceeding :rnd of the y,,,1tters asserted: 
4. .!\ statement of the manner and time within which eviclence 
and arp:ument mny he submitted to the ;i~ency for consicleratinn; 
5. A statement of the time and place of the hearing: 
6. A statement of the manner ancl time within which anplications 
for intervention may he filed. 
01.02. Disposition without full hearinp 
A. The Board may mnke informal disnosition of any adjudicatory 
prnceeJing hy default when any nnrty fails to anpenr at the 
scheduled hearinr., provided that notice of the conseonences of 
such failure to c1pnear has heen r.iven to snid narty. ..,ny such 
default may he set asi<le hy the Board for rood cause shown. 
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B. The noar<l may limit the issues to he heard or vary any procedure 
prescribeJ by Roar<l rule or the Administrative Procedure Act 
if the parties an<l Board agree to such limitation or variation, 
or if no prejudice to any party will result. 
01. 03. Puhl ic Pnrti cipation 
A. Intervention. On timely application made pursuant to Boar<l 
rules, the Board shall allow any person showing that he is or 
m:iy be, or is a member of a class which is or may he, substan-
tially and directly affected by the proceeding, or any other 
agency of federal, state or local government to intervene as a 
party to the procee<ling. 
B. Intervention; interested person. The Board may, h.y order, allow 
any other interested person to intervene and participate as a 
full or limited party to the proceeding. This shall not he 
construed to limit public participation in the proceeding in any 
other capacity. 
(. Participabon limited or denied. When participation of any 
person is limited or denied, the Board shall include in the record 
an entry to that effect and the reasons therefor. 
n. Consolidation of presentations. Where appropriate, the Board may 
require consolidation of presentations of evidence and argument 
by members of a class entitled to intervene or hy nersons allowed 
to intervene. 
E. Participation. The Board shall allow any of its staff to appear 
and participate in any adjudicatory proceeding. 
01. 04. Exparte Communications: Separation of Functions 
A. In any adjudicatory proceeding, no Board memhers authorized to 
take final action or presiding officers designated by the 
Board to make findings of fact and conclusions of law shall 
communicate directly or indirectly, in connection with any issue of 
fact, law or procedure, with any person, except upon notice and 
opportunity for all parties to participate. 
B. This section shall not prohihit any Board member or other presiding 
officer described ahove from: 
1. Communicating in any respect with other members of the 
Doard or other presiding officer; or 
2. I laving the aid or advice of those members of his own Board 
staff, counsel or consultants retained r,y the Board who have 
not participated and will not participate in the Board 
proceeding in an advocate capacity. 
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01.05. Opportunity to he !Icard 
A. The orrortuni ty for hearing shal 1 he :Jfforcled without undue clclrly. 
E. Unless Jimitc<l by stipubtion under Rule 01.02./\ or by Boarc.l order 
pursuant to Rule 01.03.R or 01.03.D, or unless otherwise limited by 
the Boar<l to prevent repetition or unreasonal1le delay in proceed-
ings, every party shnll h;ive the dr:ht to present evidence and 
arguments on all issues, and at any hearing to call an<l examine 
witcnsscs and to make oral cross-examination of any person present 
anJ tcstifyi.nr,. 
01.06. [viclence 
A. The BoanJ necJ not observe the rules of ev.i dencc ohservc<l by the 
courts, but shall observe the rules of privilcce recognized hy 
law. 
B. Evi c.lence shal 1 he submitted if it is the kind of evidence upon 
which reason.-:ililc persons are ::iccustome<l to rely in the conduct 
of serious affoi rs. The Board may exclude i rrcJ evant or unduly 
repetitious evidence. 
C. All witnesses shall he sworn. 
n. Subject to these requirements, the Board may, for the purposes 
of expediting adjudicatory proceedings, require the prefiling 
of all or part of the testimony of any witness in written form. 
[very such witness shnll be suhjcct to oral cross-examination. 
[. No sworn written evidence shall he admitted unless the author 
is available for cross-examination or suhject to suhpocna, except 
for rood cnuse shown. 
01. 07 . Officia 1 Notice 
A. The Board may take official not:icc of any facts of which judicial 
notice could be taken, and in add:ition mny take official notice 
of gcner:11, technical or scientific matters within their special-
ized knowledge and of statutes, regulations and nonconfidential 
agency records. P~rties shall be not:ificd of the mater:ial so 
noticed, and they shall he afforded an opportunity to contest the 
suhstance or materiality of the facts noticed. 
B. Fncts officiJlly noticed shall he included and indicated as such 
in the record. 
C. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Board may utilize their 
experience, technical competence an<l specialized knowledge in 




~. In all adjudicatory nrocecdings the Board shall make a record 
consisting of the follow1np,: 
1. All applications, pleadings, motions, preliminary and 
interlocutory rulings and orders; 
2. Evidence received or considered: 
3. A statement of facts officially noticed; 
4. Offers of proof, ohjections and rulings thereon: 
S. Proposed findings and exceptions, if any; 
6. The recommended decision, opinions or report, if any, 
hy the presi<ling officer; 
7. The decision of the Board; and 
8. All staff memoranda suhmitted to the members of the Board 
or other presiding officers by Board staff in connection 
with their consideration of the case, except memoranda of 
counsel to the Board. 
B. The Board shall record all hearings in a form susceptible to 
transcription. Portions of the record as required and spcci fied 
in subsection 1 of ~his rule may be included in the recording. 
The Board shal 1 transcribe the recording when necessary for the 
prosecution of an appeal. 
C. The Coard shall make a copy of the record, including recordings 
made pursuant to subsection B of this rule, available at the 
offices of the Bureau of Labor, for inspection hy any person 
during norma 1 business hours; and make conics of the record, 
copies of rccordinrs or transcriptions or rccor<lin~s availnl 1 lr to 
any rerson nt c1ctuc1l cost. ~-!ot,dthstc1r1<.!Jn ;: t !i c nrovisinns 0f this 
sul1 sect i 0 11 , t1 :c r n:irtl shc1] l · it 11h ol c.l , o1'· litcrate or othervisc 
nrcvent t11e c: i ssc r" i ~':-'~ i 0 11 of nny pnrti 0ns nf f h c record ,,:1,ich ;ire 
r1acle confil'cnti;il 1;y ~tatc or re ,lernl st;1tute, l ·ut sl1 al1 do so fr,. 
the least restrictive manner feasi ble. 
n. ~11 material, including record, reports and documents in 
possession of the Coard, of ,,.1hich it desires to avail itself as 
evidence in making a decision, shall he offered and made part of 
the Record and no other factual information or evidence shall he 
considered in rendering a decision. 
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L Uocu;:icn:. ,: ~-. _ · . . '.c·;--.cc r:ay be incor-p ur ;:t:.: : ~: _ rc cor,.: l·y 
reference ·.;L,:; :-1 ~Jterials so incorpor~t. c·,: ·· ·· ~;~·i ·~ ~\·~i loble for 
examination by the parties before hein f. n ·._ '. · i \ .. e-1 j r e\'idence. 
01.09. Subpoenas 
A. Pursuant tci Title S MRSJ\ Subsection 9060, t :1e Beard may issue a 
subpoena if i "C. first obtains the approval o f the ,;\ttorney 
General o~ of 2.r.y deputy attorney general. /\ ;1y party to the 
proceeding may request that a subpoena be issued. 
B. Authorized subpoenns shall be issued in accordance with the 
follo~ing: 
1. The form of the subpoena shall adhere, insofar as practible, 
to the form used in civil cases before the courts. Witnesses 
shall be subpoenaed only within the territorial limits and 
in the same manner as witnesses in civil cases before the 
courts, unless another territory or manner is provided by 
law. 
2. The subpoena shall show on its face the name and address 
of the party at whose request it was issued. 
3. Any witness subpoenaed may petition the Board to vacate or 
modify a subpoena in its name. The Board shall give prompt 
notice to the party who requested issuance of the subpoena. 
After such investigation as the agency considers appropriate, 
it may grant the petition in whole or in part upon a finding 
that the testimony or the evidence whose production is 
required does not relate with reasonable directness to any 
matter in question, or that a subpoena for the attendance 
of a witness or the production of evidence is unreasonable 
or oppressive or has not been issued a reasonable period 
in advance of the time when the evidence is requested. 
4. Pursuant to Title 5 MRSA subsection 9060 (1) (D) failure 
to corp} :·: h·ith a subpoena lawfully issued and not revoked or 
modifi c.'. s ;:all be punishable by n fine of not less than $500.00 
and no: :-. :--:- ·2 than $5, 000, or ir:prisornren:. not to exceed 30 
days, OT ,)cth. 
01.10. Decisions 
A. Every Board decision made at the conclusion of an adjudicatory 
proceeding ~~all be in writing or stated in the record, and 
shall inc: ~L~ findings of fact sufficient to apprise the parties 
and any i~~~T0sted member of the pub lic of the basis for the 
decision. /. copy of the decision shall be delivered or promptly 
mailed to c~c~ party to the proceeding or his representative of 
record. ~ritten notice of the party's rights to review or appeal 
of the deci?~ Gn within the agency or review of the decision by the 
courts, as t:,2 case rnay h.e, anc.1 of the action required and the 
time ,vi tr.ii ,•: ich such action must be taken in order to exercise 
the right of review or appeal, shall be given to each party with 
the deci s j :-i ~: . 
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B. The Board shall maintain a record of the vote of each memher of 
the agency decision. 
01.11. Presiding nfficers 
/\. The Board may ;1uthorize nny Board member to ;ict as presidinr, officer 
in any hearing. 
B. Whenever a presiding officer is disqual:ified or it hecomes 
impract:ical)le for him to continue the hearing, another 
presiding off:icer may he assigned to continue with the hearing: 
provided that, if it is shown substanti~l prejudice to any narty 
will thereby result, the suhstitute officer shall commence the 
hearinr, anew. 
C. It shall he the duty of the presiding officer to: 
1. Administer oaths and affirmations; 
2. Rule on the admissibility of evidence; 
3. Regulate the course of the hearing, set the time and 
place for continued hearings, and fix the time for fi 1 ing 
of evidence, briefs and other written submissions; and 
4. Take other action authorized hy statute or Doard rule. 
n. In the event that the presiding officer prepares any report or 
proposed findings for the Board, the report or findings shall 
be in writing. A copy of the report or findings shall h.e provided 
to each party and an opportunity shall be provided for response 
or exceptions to be filed hy each party. 
E. Hearings shall be conducted in an impnrtial manner. Upon the 
filing in good faith by a party of a timely charge of bias or 
of personal or financial interest, direct or indirect, of a 
presiding officer or Boar<l memher in the proceeding requesting 
that that person disqualify himself, that person shall determine 
the matter as a part of the record. 
01.12. Advisory Rulings 
A. Advisory rulings may be made with respect to the applicahility 
of any statute or rule administered hy the Board to an interested 
person or his property or actual state of facts. 
B. An interested person means any person over \.\'horn the Board has 
authority to inspect and enforce its safety standards, or any 
person to whom the goard has auth0d ty to issue a 1 icense. 
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C. All requests for advisory rulings shall be made in writing and 
submi ttctl to the Di rector of the I3urc:m of Lahor, State Offj cc 
Bui l<ling, Augusta, f-1aine. Such requests sha 11 state the facts 
and statutes or rules on which the ruling is requested. 
fl. The Director of the Bureau of Lahor may request from any person 
seeking an advisory ruling any additional information that is 
necessary. Failure to supply such pdditional information shall 
be cause for the Board to decline to issue an advisory ruling. 
[. The Board may decline to issue an advisory ruling if a citation 
or penalty has been issued against the person requesting the 
ruling on the same factual ground. 
The Board may decline to issue a ruling with respect to an 
elevator or tramway that has been found not to be in compliance 
with the rules of the Board. 
The Board may decline to issue a ruling to any person whose 
1 icense has 1-:een suspended or revoked or to any person who has 
appealed to the roard. 
The Board may also decline to issue an advisory ruling if such 
a ruling may harm the Board's interest in any litigation in which 
it is or may be a party. 
F. All advisory rulings shall he i5sued, in writing, no later than 
30 days from the elate all information necessary to make a rulinp.: 
has been received by the Director of the Bureau of Labor. 
G. No advisory ruling shall be hinding upon the Board provided that 
in any subsequent enforcement action initiated by the Board, 
any person's reliance on such a ruling shall be considered in 
mitigation of any penalty sought to be assessed. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RULES FOR ALL ELEVATORS, MANLIFTS AND ESCALATORS 
This Chapter describes the conditions in which elevators, 
escalators and manlifts must be maintained. It also 
describes the required location for the registration numbers, 
the rules which are to be used depending on the time of 
installation, the warning sign requirements for freight 
elevators, the rules for placing an elevator into an idle 
condition, the experience requirements for elevator mechanic 
license applicants, the rules for using an elevator not 
completely installed, and definitions of words used. 
03.01. 
03. 01. General 
A. All parts of elevators, escalators and rnanlifts, including 
machines, cars, hoistways, hoistway landing opening protcctjvc 
c.lcvjccs, etc, ,md nll appurtcn:rnces shall he J11aintaine cl in a 
structurally sound, firmly secured, and sufficient condition 
to perform safely the work which they are intended to do, and 
st1fficiently clean to prevent fire hazards. No existing elevator, 
escalator or manlift, shall he downgraded hy removal of any 
safety feature which was part of the original installation or 
was aJde<l at a later <late. 
I3. The registration numher must he attached jn as permanent a 
manner as is physically possible as follows: 
1. Elevators - on the cross~ead of the elevator car. 
2. Escalators - on the un<lerside of the machine area access 
cover or other visihle location in the machine area. 
3. Man 1 i ft s 
structure. 
in a visi~le location on the machine area 
C. The rules that apply to elevators, escalators or manli fts 
installe<l in different tiJ11e periods are as follows: 
1. Flevators installed before the Elevator Rules of ~1aine for 
existing installations hecame effective on April 6, 1950, 
sh a 11 conform to the ru 1 es of r.h apter 6 . 
A Special Certificate of [levator Operation may be issued to 
an owner of an elevator when such elevator does not comply 
fully with the rules of Chapter 6, hut the elevator must 
comply with Rules 06.01.N, 06.01.0, and 06.02.U and is considered 
reasonably· safe. 
2. Elevators installed after April 6, 1950, shall conform to the 
Rules for New Elevator Installations, Chapter 4 or the Rules 
which were in effect at the date of installation. 
3. Lscalators installed before the escalator rules hecame 
effective on J:rnuary ]'1, 1972, shall conform to the Rules 
of Chapter 8. 
4. Escalators installed after April 14, 1972, shall conform to 
the Rules for Escalator Installations, Chapter 8, or the Rules 
which were in effect at the date of installation. 
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5. ~lc1nlifts installed before the manlift rules became effective 
on . . fanu::iry 14, 1972, shal 1 conform to the rules of Chapter 10. 
6. i1nnlifts installed after April 14, 1972, shall conform to the 
rules for ~.~an lift Installations, Chapter 10, or the Rules which 
were in effect at the date of installation. 
n. Warning signs prohibiting the carrying of passengers on 
freight elevators shall he posted in a conspicuous place on 
all freight elevators. 
E. Each elevator which is declared idle hy the owner or user or 
which does not qualify for a Certificate of ()y,eration shall 
comply with the following: 
1. The car shall be lowered to the bottom landing. 
2. The counterweight shall be lowered to the pit or 
otherwise secured. 
3. The hoistway doors or gates shall he secured in the 
closed position. 
4. The electrical disconnect swHch shall he sealed in the 
open position or the control mechanism shall he sealed 
in an inoperative position. 
F. An applicant for an elevator mechanics license examination must 
have had at least two (2) years experience in the service, repair, 
alteration or installation of elevators while employed hy an 
elevator service company or can verify hy written document nt 
least 3600 hours of experience in the servicing, repairing, 
alteration or installation of elevators. 
G. Temporary Use of Permanent rlevators 
An elevator heing installed for permanent use may he used 
temporarily before completion during the construction of 
the huilding for carrying workmen and materials subject to 
certification of the Supervising Inspector and inspection 
by a State Elevator Inspector, an<l the following conditions 
must he complied with: 
1. Temporary cars and permanent cars when put into temporary 
use shall be enclose<l on all sides except the landing sides 
to the hei~ht of the crosshead and shnll he provided with a 
substantial car top. 
2. Each hoistway landing opening shall he provided with doors 
or gates extending to a height of at least seven (7) feet 
and such doors or gates shall he fitted with locks and 
electrical contacts. 
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3. The hoistway shall he cnc] ose c1 to a hej ght of six (6) 
feet ;it e;ich f] oor l evel . 
4. The elevator car must lie fitted wi th a safety device 1n 
compliance with the rules for new elcvat0rs , Chapter 4. 
5 . T f such e 1 c v a tor i s l o c ~ t e d in a ho i st h' c1 y ~, l-: er c another 
elevntor j s under construction , a full \·1i re r.esli enclosure 
sh a 11 Le i n st a 11 e <l bet ,v c en th c ty; o e 1 e vat ors . 
6. The person, company, sub-contractor or contractor who wishes 
to use the elevator on a temporary basis must pro vice a 
competent full time operator for the elevator. 
03.02. Definitions 
A. Alteration. Any change or addition to the equin~ent other than 
ordinary repairs or repl~cements. 
B. CapDcity. The . load which the elevator cscabtor or m;1nlift is 
des i gncd and equi ppc<l to adcqua tc 1 y f1and le ;:is determi ne d by these 
rules an<l/or as designateJ by the supervising inspect or. 
C. Capacity-Speed. The maximum velocity of the car or nlatform in 
feet per minute (F.P.M) jn the up direction wi th capc1city load in 
the car or platform. 
D. Cc1r, F.lcvator. The load-carrying unit including its platform, 
car frame, enclosure and car door or gate. 
r. Door or r.ate, Car or Jroistw<1y. The mov:1.hle portion of t he car 
or hoistway entrance which closes the openin g providin g access 
to the car or to the landinr,. 
F. Oumhwaiter. ~ hoisting and lowering mechanjsm enui pped wi t~ a car 
which is p,uide<l in :1 suhst;1ntially vertical direction an<l h'hich 
is used exclusively for carryinr materials, the car~city of which 
is used exclusively for carrying materials, the capAcity of ~1ich 
does not exceed five hundre<l (500) pounds and the inside area of 
which on any horizontal plane from the car floor to the car top is 
not in excess of nine (9) square feet, and the height of which 
does not exceed four (4) feet whether or not provided with fixed 
or movahle shelves, and the top, and siJcs not used for loading 
and unloading, are fully enclosed. \fhen any one of the forer.oinp 
limitations is not conformed with, the entire installation shall 
conform with the applicahle rules for freight elevators. 
r.. Elevator. Includes escalators and manlifts and shall mean a gujded 
hoisting and lowering mechanism equipped with a car or platform 
or load-carrying unit, including the doors, well, enclosures, 
means and appurtenances required by these regulations. The term 
'!elevator'' shall not include a dumbwaiter, conveyor, chair, or 
bucket hoist, nor shall it include tiering, piling or feeding 
devices giving service within one story. 
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1. Elevator, !!and. An elevator utilizing manual energy to 
move the car. 
2. Elevator, Passenger. /1.n elevator used primarily to 
cnrry persons other than the operator and persons necessary 
for loading and unloading. 
3. Elevator, Power. An elevator utilizing energy other than 
gravitational or manual to move the car. 
4. Elevator, Electric. A power elevator where the energy is 
anplied by means of an electric driving-machine. 
S. Elevator, Hydraulic. /1. power elevator where the energy 
is applied, by means of a liquid under pressure, in a 
cylinder equipped with a plunger or piston. 
6. Elevator, Direct-Plunger. A hydraulic elevator having a 
plunger or piston directly attached to the car frame or 
platform. 
7. Elevator, [lcctro-Ilydaulic. A direct-plunger elevatcr where 
liquid is pumped under pressure directly into the cylinder 
by a pump driven by an electric motor. 
8. Elevator, Roped Hydraulic. A hydraulic elevator having 
its piston connected to the car with wire ropes. 
9. Elevator, Sidewalk. An elevator of the freight type for 
carrying material exclusive of automobiles and operating 
between a landing in a sidewalk or other area exterior 
to a building and floors below the sidewalk or grade level. 
I!. Escalator. A power-driven, inclined, continuous stairway used 
for raising or lowering passengers. 
I. Iloistway, Elevator or Dumbwaiter. A shaftway for the travel of one 
or more elevators or dumbi.:aiters. It includes the pit and term-
inates at the underside of the overhead machinery space floor or 
grating, or at the underside of the roof where the hoistway does not 
penetrate the roof 
.J. Installation. A complete elevator, escalator or manlift includinp 
its hoistway, hoistway enclosures and related construction, and 
all machiners and equiprnent necessary for its operation. 
1. Installation, Existing. One for which prior to the effective 
date of this code: 
a. All work of installation was comnleted or 
b. The rlans and snecifications were filed with the enforcing 
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authority an<l 1.·1or~·. l e p:un not l~tcr than t1:.reJvc (12) 
m0.r:ths .:ifter t} :c ;1 np rcwr1l of sue)· nl.~ns ;ind sncci fjc.it.ioris. 
rr~t:i11:1tinn. I:C~,·: . ·\11v jnstc1lL1 1-. ion not cL1s ·~ifie: r.: 0s ;111 
cxisUnp_ 1nstal]~tl0n hy clcfinit.ion, or :in cxjstfr:r e]cvator, 
escalator, or r.1anl j ft movec.1 to a nc,·: location subsequent 
to the effective date of this Code. 
K. r··'achinc, rrivinr,. TI1e power unit which applies the energy 
necessary to raise and lower an elevator car or to drive an 
escalator or manlift. 
1. Electrj c Ori vinv. ~~achine. One where the energy .is applied 
by an electric ~otor. It includes the motor and brake and 
the driving sheave or drum together with its connecting gear-
ing, belt or chain if any. 
2. Hydraulic Driving ~~achine. One is which the energy is 
applied by means of a liquid under pressure in a cylinder 
equipped with a plunger ~r piston. 
L. Manlift, A device consisting of a power-driven endless belt or 
chains provided with steps or platforms and handholds attached 
to it for the transportation of personnel from floor to floor. 
M. Pit, Elevator. That portion of a hoistway extending from the 
threshold level of the lowest landing door to the floor at the 
hottom of the hoistway. 
N. Safety, Car or Counterweight. A mechanicaf device attached to 
the car frame or to an auxiliary frame, or to the counterweight 
frame, to stop and hold the car or counterweight in case of pre-
determined overspeed or free fall, or if the hoisting ropes 
slacken. 
O. "Shall'' where used in these rules and regulations means that the 
provisions are mnndatory in all cases. 
P. "Should" where used in these rules and regulations means that the 
provisions are advisory on all existing installations, and that 
the provisions are mandatory whenever there is effected a major 
or substantial alteration or change in the installations. 
Q. Travel (Rise). The vertical distance hetween the bottom terminal 
landing and top terminal landing of an elevator or escalator. 
R. Travel, Manlift. The travel is the distance between the centers 
of the top and bottom pulleys. 
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CHAPTER 4 
RULES FOR NEW ELEVATOR INSTALLATIONS 
This Chapter states the rules which must be followed 
for new elevator construction, installation, inspection, 
maintenance and operation by referencing the National 
Code. This Chapter lists the exceptions and additions 
to the National Code. This Chapter also prohibits the 
installation of new elevators in refrigerated areas. 
It also contains rules for the installation of stackers 
and portable power hoists when used as elevator equipment. 
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04.0l. New Elevator lnstal lat ion 
The Elevator and Tramway Safety Board has adopted the following as th e 
rlflcs for Lhe construction, instcJllcJtion, inspecti on, mcJintcnc::incc, and 
operation of new installation of elevators in this State after October 
I l, 1979: 
A. The oprlicuble f)cJrts .of Sections 1, 2, and 3; Ports 1, II, 111, 
IV, VI, X, XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, XVI, c::incJ c::ippcnciics; or the 
/\mcricc:in Nationul StancJz:ircJ Surety Coclc for Elevators, Oumbv1c::iiters,· 
Escalators and Moving Walks (Al?. 1-1978). 
B. Exceptions and additions to the ANSI Code Al?.l. 
l . Addi ti ona 1. to Ru 1 e l l l • 9c 
Operating Requirements of Hoistway Access Switches. 
Revise the first paragraph of this rule to read: 
It is permissible to initiate and maintain movement of the 
car by means of the hoistway access switch for a distance 
not greater than the height of the car, measured vertically 
from car floor to the top of the crosshead or to the top of 
the car when no crosshead is provided, subject to the fol lowing: 
2. Exception to Rule 111. 10 
Access to Hoistways for Emergency Purposes 
Revise the first parcJgrc::iph of this rule to read cJS follows: 
Hoislway c.Joor emergency unlocking devices conforming to 
Rule 111.9e-l and 3 shal 1 be provided for al 1 hoistway doors 
of power elevators subject to the fol lowing: 
3. Exception to Rule 207.4 
Carrying of Passengers on Freight Elevators 
Strike out all of the exceptions to this rule. 
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4. Additions to Rule 208.1 
Type of Driving Machines 
Add cJ new second paragraph and exception thereto to read: 
Driving machines shall not be driven by line shafting or by 
any system of belt, chain or rope drive. 
Ex.cept ion: V Belt drive or mul t iplc link chcJ in bcl l drive mcJy be 
used in the alteration of existing freight elevators when the . 
method of drive is changed. 
04.02. Restriction 
No new installation of elevators may he instnl]ed in refri~eratccl 
areas; or ndjaccnt thereto if danger of frosting or icing would 
prevent the proper operation of the equipment. 
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04.03. New Commercial Stackers to be Installed as Elevators 
So-called commercial stackers may he installed for use as freir,ht 
elevators only, provided they conform to the following: 
A. They shall he equipped wHh a car safety device (''Safeties' ') 
conforming to the requirements of Rule 06.02.P. 
B. Normal terminal limit switches or stopping devices shall be 
provided in the hoistway. 
C. The driving machine shall be equipped with an electrically 
released an<l mechanically applied hrake. 
D. The vertical travel shall not he more than thj rty (30) feet. 
E. The car ·platform area shall not exceed thirty-five (35) square 
feet. 
F. The hoistway enclosure and landing entrance protection shall 
conform as nearly as practicable to all Code requirements for 
new installations of elevators. 
G. The car, or platform shall be enclosed in accordance with the 
requirements of Rule 06.02.J. 
H. The operating controls shall be inaccessible from the car and 
of the constant pressure push button type. 
I. A capacity sign, or plate, shall he provided in a conspicuous 
place in the car, having letters and numerals not less than one 
(1) inch high, reading the word ''CAPACITY 11 followed by numerals 
denoting the allowed load capacity, and the 1 etters ''LBS''. 
J. J\dequate illumination shall he provided for the car and hoistwav 
lanJinr. entrances. 
K. Detailed plans or specifications shall be submitted an<l approved 
as required by Sec. 490-D, Title 25, R.S. 1064 as amended. 




04. 04. New Portahlc Power l!oists to he Installed as Elevators 
Portahle power hoists may he installed for use only as freight elevator 
machines provided that such elevator installations shall conform with 
the following: 
A.. The machine shall he cquirpcc'. with a brake th1t is rclec1sc<.1 
electrically and autornaticc11Jy :i1)rlicd h y srrin [~ S or p,rovi.t y , ·1,cr: 
t],c rnrr.:al or)cr:1tj11.r dcdc-r.: js in the "~T0P' . pnsition. 
::. l '.oist cal le s s'.1c1l] J,c not less thnn one 0unrtcr (1/,1) incl1 
steel cable or its strcnr.th cqui.v:ilcnt. 
C. The hoist machine shall he permanently attached to the overhead 
heams. 
n. Iloist chain or cables shall 1,c permanently attached to the car 
crosshead. 
f:. The hoistway shall conform to Rule 06.01.A. or 06.01.B. 
F. Jroistway doors or gates shall comply with P11lc 06.01.N. 
G. The operatinr control shall be made inaccessible from the car. 
11. J\11 cars having- a travel of over fifteen (15) feet shall he 
equipped with car safeties in accordance with Rule 06.02.P. 
I. The allowahle load shal 1 he the manufacturers rated capactiy 
minus the weight of the car. 
J. A. capacity sign, or plate, havinr. letters and numerals not less 
than one (1) inch high, reading °CAPJ\CITY'' followed hy numerals 
denoting the al lowed load capacity and the letters ''LPS" shall be 
provided in a conspicuous place in the car. 
K. The machine supports shall be designec and constructed to carry 
the total load to be supporte<l thereby, plus the weight of the 
car and the allowed load capacity of the elevator. 
L. If, in the judgement of the Supervising Inspector, the machine 
limits arc not adequate, terminal limit switches shall be provided 
in the hoistway. 
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M. ~<lequate illumination for the car and the hoist way entrances 
shall he proviue<l. 
:J. The car sides s ha 11 he enc 1 ose<l to con form with the re qui remcnt s 
of Rule 6. 2.J of the [levator Pules and Regulations of ~.laine. 
O. NO RIDERS shall he permitted at any time on e : ~vatorJ of this 
type. 
P. Before installation, detailed plans or specifications must he 
submitted and approved, by the Supervjsing Inspector, as required 
by Sec. 490-n, Title 26, R.S. 1964 as amended. 
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CHAPTER 6 
RULES FOR EXISTING INSTALLATIONS 
This Chapter contains the Rules to be followed 
for the maintenance, operation, use and inspection 




A. Fire-Resistant Hoistways. Fire resistant hoistways which were 
installed prior to the adoption of this code shall be maintained 
with the fire resistance rating which was required at the time 
of construction and in compliance with the following: 
1. All landing openings shall be equipped with fire-resistant 
hoistway doors in working condition. 
2. No non-fire-resistant structural materials shall be added 
on the inside of any fire-resistant hoistway. 
B. Non-Fire-Resistant Hoistways. Non fire resistant hoistways shall 
comply with the following: 
1. l~istways shall be enclosed to a height of not less than six 
(6) feet from each floor on all sides not used for landing 
openings and should be extended to the ceiling. Where 
material is stored adjacent to the shaftways the enclosure shall 
extend to the ceiling. 
2. When an elevator is located adjacent to a stairway, all portions 
of the hoistway enclosure adjoining the stairway shall be not 
less than six (6) feet above each stair tread (measured at the 
stair tread nosing) and should be extended to the ceiling. 
3. The hoistways of power elevators shall be enclosed on the 
sides used for loading and unloading from the top of the 
hoistway gates to the ceiling above the gates at each floor 
but the top floor. 
Exceptions: 1. Elevators having car doors or gates equipped 
as in Rules 06.02.L and 06.02.M and with hoist-
way gates not less than five and one-half (S~) 
feet high. 
2. Freight elevators used primarily to carry atuo-
mobiles, industrial trucks or indistrial rail-
road cars, and upon which only the operator and 
persons necessary to unload the freight are 
permitted to ride and with hoistway gates not 
less than five and one-half (S~) feet high. 
4. Enclosures shall be building walls, solid or latticed partitions, 
grille work, metal grating, expanded metal with smooth edges or 
wood. Openings should be designed to reject a tow (2) inch ball 
unless the enclosure is located within one (1) inch of the moving 
car, counterweight, or a sliding door or gate, in which case 
the enclosure shall be adequately protected. 
C. Hatch Covers. Hatch covers shall comply with the following: 
Hatch covers, when closed, shall be able to support a uniformly 
distributed load of at least forty (40) pounds per square foot. 
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D. I~is tw~y Win~ows, Projections and Rc~c ~:~s . 
1. Window~ in the hoistway enclosure l ess than seven (7) floors 
above the sidewalk level or less t h3n three (3) floors above 
the roof of an adjacent building sh3ll be fitted on the out-
side with vertical metal bars not less than five-eights (5/8) 
inch in diameter and spaced not more than ten (10) inches 
apart or shall be otherwise identified in a clearly discernible 
manner which will designate the window as an opening in an 
elevator shaftway. 
NOTE: This is the usual method of indicating on the exterior 
of the building the location of an elevator hoistway. 
It serves to warn firemen not to place ladders against 
such windows. 
2. Windows which are opposite a car opening shall be furred 
out with wire grille or expanded metal with smooth edges 
substantially flush with the general surface of the shaftway, 
and the openings should reject a two (2) inch ball. 
Exception: . Elevators with car doors or gates equipped as in 
Rules 06.02.L and 06.02.M. 
3. Projections extending inward from the general surface of the 
shaftway and which are opposite a car entrance (except inter-
locks, door closers, door operating · devices and signal devices) 
shall be beveled on the under side or shall be guarded with 
metal plates or with wood faced with metal. The angle of such 
bevels shall be not less than sixty (6) degrees from .the 
horizontal. 
4. Recesses, (other than windows and landing openings) in the 
general surface of the shaftway, which are opposite a car 
opening shall be furred out with fire-resistant materials 
substantially flush with the general surface of the shaftway. 
E~~cp tion: Elevators with car doors or gates equipped as provided 
in Rules 06.02.L. and 06.02.M. 
E. Penthouses and Machine Rooms. Elevator penthouses and machine rooms 
shall comply with the following: 
1. S2fe and convenient access to penthouses, machine rooms and 
elevator machines shall be provided and maintained. 
2. Elevator machine rooms and penthouses shall not be used as 
t nDroughfares. 
3. Doors to machine rooms shall be arranged to permit the doors 
to be opened from within the machine room without keys. 
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4 . i·,nen power elevator machines are not locat eJ in an elevator 
machine room the machines shall be surrounded by a substantial 
enclosure at least six (6) feet high. 
Exceptions: Machines located in a pump, engine or machine room 
in charge of an attandant and/or in any room secured 
against unauthorized access. Machines located six 
(6) feet or more above the floor. 
S. Permanent provision for adequate artificial light shall be made 
in machine rooms and penthouses. The electric light switch shall 
be within easy reach of the machine room entrance. 
6. Penthouses used as machine rooms and machine rooms shall be pro-
vided with a floor. If metal bar grating is used for flooring, 
the flooring should be designed to reject a three-quarter (3/4) 
inch round ball. If perforated sheet steel i s used for flooring 
the openings should be designed to reject a hall one and one-
eighth (1 1/8) inch in diameter. 
7. Machine rooms shall not be utilized as general storage space. 
F. Pipes and Wiring. Piping and wiring used for elevator operation shall 
comply with the following: 
1. All live parts of electric apparatus in or connected with the 
elevator shaftway should be suitably enclosed to protect against 
accidental contact. 
2. Only such electrical w1r1ng, raceways and cables used directly 
in connection with the elevator, including wiring for signals, 
for conununications with the car, for lighting, heating, air 
conditioning and ventilating the car, and wiring for low-voltage 
fire-detecting systems, pit sump pumps, and lighting for the 
hoistway, may be installed inside the hoistway. 
3. Pipes or ducts conveying gases, vapors or liquids and not used 
in connection with the operation of the elevator shall not be 
installed in any hoistway, machine room or machineD' space. 
G. Counterweight Hoistways. Counterweight hoistways shall comply with 
the following: 
1. Hoistways for counterweights located outside of elevator hoistways 
shall be kept enclosed for the full heigr;t of the shaftway . 
2. Counterweight hoistways located in the enclosed shaftway of power 
elevators shall be guarded from a point one (1) foot above the 
pit floor to a point seven (7) feet above the floor of its oh-n 
pit or above the floor of an adjacent pit. 
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Exceptions: 1. When compensating chains or cables are attached 
to the underside of the counterweight. 
2. Light weight looped chains may be used where the 
clearances do not permit the installation of a 
guard. 
3. Doors leading to counterweight shaftways shall be kept locked. 
H. Cable Enclosures. Where cables pass through floors outside of the 
hoistway enclosure, such cables should be guarded to a height of 
not less than seven (7) feet with cable guard boxes. 
I. Overhead Sheaves. Overhead, secondary or deflecting sheaves which 
are suspended beneath their structural supports shall be guarded by 
a substantial cradle or floor constructed beneath such sheaves. 
Exceptions: 1. Elevators equipped with hatch covers at top landing. 
2. Sidewalk elevators. 
3. Elevators equipped with car tops. 
J. Elevator Pits. Elevator pits shall comply with the following: 
· 1. Elevator pits shall be kept clean and dry. Water or other liquid 
which may accumulate in the pit shall be drained off or pumped 
off. 
2. Elevator pits shall not be used for storage space. 
K. Overhead Clearances. Overhead clearances shall be as follows: 
1. The distance between the top of the elevator car sling and 
any obstruction directly above it when the car floor is level 
with the top landing shall be equal to or be greater than the 
sum of the following: 
A. The distance between the counterweight and its buffer. 
B. The maximum stroke of the counterweight buffer. 
C. Six (6) inches. 
2. The distance between the top of the counterweight and any 
obstruction directly above it when the car floor is level 
with the bottom landing shall be equal to or greater than 
the sum of the following: 
A. The distance between the top of the buffer and its striker 
plate on the car. 
B. The maximum stroke of the car buffer. 
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C. Six (6) inches. 
3. For cars traveling faster than two hundred and fifty (250) 
feet per minute add this item to each of the above sums: 
The stroke of the buffer corresponding to the governor 
tripping speed of the car, less one-half (1/2) the stroke 
of the buffer used. 
NOTE: This · item may be omitted if provision is made to eliminate 
the jump of the car or counterweight, if its top clearance 
is being considered, at buffer engagement. 
4. No structure or apparatus shall be installed either on the top of 
the car, or extending upwards above the top of the car, or extend-
ing downwards from the top of the hoistway which would reduce the 
overtravel clearances; unless prior to installation an inventigation 
is made and permission is given by the Department of Labor, Super-
vising Inspector. 
L. Clearances between Cars, Counterweights and Shaftways. Clearances 
between elevator cars, counterweights and shaftways shall be as 
follows: 
1. There shall be maintained a clearance of not less than one-half 
(1/2) inch clearance · between the car and its· counterweights. 
2. There shall be maintained a clearance of not less than one-
half (1/2) inch between car platforms and landing thresholds for 
elevators using steel guide rails with side-post construction, 
and three-fourths (3/4) inch for elevators with wood guide rails 
or corner post construction. This clearance shall be maintained 
so as not to exceed one and one-half (1 1/2) inches. 
3. The clearance between the shaftway enclosure and the open edges 
of the car platform should not exceed (S) inches, except where 
the hoistway doors are installed wholly within the hoistway; in 
which case the maximum clearance should not exceed seven and 
one-half (7 1/2) inches. Car doors or gates equipped as required 
in Rule 06.02.L and 06.02.M. shall be installed where this above 
clearance exceeds five and one-half (5 1/2) inches. 
4. If two (2) or more adjacent cars are operated in the same shaftway 
the horizontal clearance between cars should not be less than two 
(2) inches. 
M. Thoroughfares. Thoroughfares shall comply with the following · 
1. No thoroughfares shall be permitted across the hatch covers of a 
hoistway whether inside or outside of a building. 
Exception: The hatch covers of a sidewalk elevator. 
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2. There shall be no thoroughfares under the hoistway of any 
elevator unless all of the following conditions exist; 
a. Adequate buffers are provided. 
b. The car is provided with speed governor operated safeties. 
Exception: Hand elevators equi~ped with broken rope, instan-
taneous type safeties. 
c. The coµnterweight is provided with speed governor operated 
safeties. 
Exceptions: Counterweights equipped with broken rope instantaneous 
type safeties where the contract speed is not in excess 
of: 
1. 250 f.p.m. and the counterweight is 2000 lbs. 
or less. 
2. 200 f.p.m. and the counterweight is 3000 lbs. 
or less. 
3. 160 f.p.m. and the counterweight is 4000 lbs. 
or less. 
4. 125 f.p.m. and the counterweight is 5000 lbs. 
or less. 
d, There shall be a structure under the hoistway suffidently 
strong to withstand without failure the impact of the car 
with contract load or the impact of the counterweight when 
either is descending at contract speed or at governor tripping 
speed where a governor operated safety is used, 
3. There shall be no thoroughfares through a hoistway pit. 
N. Hoistway Doors or Gates. lloistway Doors and Gates shall comply with 
the following: 
1. Each landing opening in an elevator hoistway shall be continuously 
equipped with a properly working sliding, swinging or combination 
sliding or swinging door or gate. 
a. Fire resistant hoistway landing doors or gates shall be of 
solid construction. 
b. Non-fire resistant hoistway landing doors or gates may be 
solid or open construction such as grille, lattice or other 
open work and shall be designed to reject a ball two (2) 
inches in diameter. 
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c. Iloistway doors or gates of the sliding type shall operate 
in guides or rails. 
d. All tracks on a landing threshold shall have the tops of the 
tracks substantially flush with the landing threshold. 
e. Landings shall be properly illu"'inated. 
f. Landing thresholds and ramps leading to landing thresholds 
shall be maintained so that persons will not readily slip or 
trip thereon. 
g. Hoistway doors or gates shall guard the full width of the 
landing opening. 
h. Hoistway doors provided with vision panels shall have the 
openings protected with clear wire glass in cases where the 
hoistway is of fire-resistant construction, and in all other 
cases with either clear wire glass or may be protected by 
wire or grille screens which are designed to reject a two (2) 
inch ball. 
i. Hoistway doors or gates shall be arranged to be opened by 
hand from the shaftway side, except when locked "out of 
service" while the elevator is in operation. 
j. All gate or door counterweights shall operate in guides or 
boxes from which they cannot be dislodged. The bottoms of 
all guides or boxes shall be constructed to retain the 
counterweight if the counterweight means of suspension 
breaks. Car door or gate counterweight guides shall be 
guarded on their car enclosure side. 
k. Power closed hoistway doors or gates in elevators employing 
a type of operation which does not require an operator in 
the car, shall be driven by a mechanism so designed and set 
that the force necessary to prevent the closing of the door 
or gate shall not exceed thirty (30) pounds and further, 
that the hoistway door or gate, plus the car door or gate, 
plus all parts rigidly connected thereto shall not develop 
a kinetic energy in excess of seven (7) foot pounds, computed 
for the average closing speed or shall be provided with 
other suitably protecting measures. 
2. Hoistway Doors or Gates for Passenger Elevators 
a. For automatic operation elevators the distance between the 
hoistway side of the hoistway door or gate and the edge of 
the landing threshold shoul<l be not more than two and one-
half (2 1/2) inches. The shaftway face of each shaftway 
door wherein the above measurement is exceeded shall be 
furred out to within one-half (1/2) inch of the edge of the 
landing threshold or provided with equivalend protection to 
prevent an adult or child from standing in the space between 




b. l!oistway doors or gates shall guard the full height of the 
1 andinr, openi~. 
3. Hoistway Doors and Gates for Freight f.levators 
a. lloistway landing ooenings of freight elevators shall have doors 
or gates of one of the following types installed which shall be 
maintained in good condition and in proper working order at all 
times. 
i. Doors or gates which extend from within two (2) inches 
of the threshold to the underside of the lintel or the 
hoistway enclosure over the landing and located within 
four (4) inches of the threshold edge. 
ii, Doors or gates which extend from within two (2) inches 
of the threshold to a height of sixty-six (66) inches 
and located within four (4) inches of the threshold edge. 
iii, Doors or gates which extend from within two (2) inches 
of the threshold to a height of forty-two inches, (42) and 
either set back from the threshold edge twelve (12) inches 
or if set back less than twelve (12) inches, warning chains 
at least thirty six (36) inches long spaced not over four 
(4) inches apart shall be attached to the edge of the car 
platform facing the landing. 
iv. Gates of the bar (Christensen) or similar types on hoistways 
equipped with hatch covers. 
v. Hatch covers may be used as hoistway opening doors only on 
the top landing of sidewalk elevators. 
b. Hoistway doors and gates for freight elevators shall be 
operated by one of the following methods: 
i. Manual - this type of gate is manually opened and closed. 
ii. Semi-Automatic - this type of gate is manually opened and 
gravity closed as the car leaves the landing. This gate 
is permitted only for freight elevators where car speed is 
not in excess of seventy-five (75) feet per minute. 
iii. Full-Automatic - this type of gate is opened by the 
action of the car as it approaches the landing and closed 
by gravity (closing may be retarded by action of the car). 
This type of gate is permitted only at terminal landings of 
freight elevators operated at a speed not in excess of 
seventy-five (75) feet per minute and at all landings of 
freight elevators used primarily for carrying automobiles 




iv. Ribbon type - this type of tage shall be a full automatic 
gate, constructed with all horizontal spacer bars not more 
than nine (9) inches apart. This type of gate is permitted 
only at landings with low overhead where solid doors or gates 
would be impractical. 
O. Hoistway Door or Gate Locking Devices. Locking Devices shall comply 
with the following: 
1. This code recognized two (2) systems of hoistway door or Gate inter-
lock and electric contacts with mechanical locks. 
a. The Door Unit System in which the interlock is arranged to 
prevent the operation of the elevator machine by the operating 
device, in a direction to move the car away from the landing, 
unless the hoistway door or gate at that landing at which the 
car is stopping, or is at rest, is locked in the closed position. 
The Door Unit System may be used only where there is a regular 
operator on the car and where the car can be operated only from 
inside the car. 
b. The Hoistway Unit System, in which the interlocks are arranged 
to prevent the operation of the elevator machine by the operating 
device unless all doors or gates are locked in the closed position. 
2. Hoistway door or gate interlocks or mechanical locks and contacts 
shall function as follows: 
a. Interlock contacts shall be positively opened and the functioning 
of the interlock to prevent movement of the car by the operating 
devices shall not be solely dependent on the action of a spring 
or springs, nor gravity, nor upon the closing of an electric 
circuit. If an electric circuit is used its interruption shall 
prevent the movement of the car by the operating devices. 
b. Hoistway door or gate electric contacts shall be designed so 
that they are positively opened by the locking bar, or by a 
lever, or . by some other device attached to and operated by the 
door of gate. The functioning of a hoistway door or gate electric 
contact to prevent the movement of the car by the operating devices 
shall not be dependent solely on the action of a spring or springs, 
nor solely on gravity, nor shall it be dependent on the closing of 
an electric circuit. If springs are used, they shall be in com-
pression. The interruption of the electric circuit shall prevent 
the movement of the car hy the operating devices. 
c. Where hoistway door or gate interlocks or mechanical locks are: 
i. Manually unlocked, these locking devices shall be arranged to 




ii. Mechanically or electrically unlocked, these locking devices 
shall be arranged to prevent the opening of the hoistway doors 
or gates from the landing side unless the car is within the 
landing zone. 
d. Mechanical Locks - Construction: 
i. Mechanical locks shall be constructed with double-hook or 
multiple-hook latches. 
ii. Mechanical locks for gravity closed gates may have single-
hook latches. 
iii. Mechanical locks which are not provided with the double-hook 
or multiple-hook latches are acceptable only if they are of a 
type that have the hoistway door or gate locked in the closed 
position before the contact circuit is closed. 
e. Sliding hoistway doors or gates provided with contacts and 
mechanical locks shall be considered in the closed position when 
within two (2) inches of full closure (and the car may be 
started) provided the mechanical locks are equipped with double-
hook or multiple-hook latches which are arranged to prevent 
opening the doors or gates more than two (2) inches after the 
car has left the landing zone. 
f. Swinging or combination slide and switig hoistway doors or gates 
provided with contacts and mechanical locks shall be considered 
in the closed position when within one (1) inch of full closure 
(and the car may be started) provided the mechanical locks are 
equipped with double or multiple-hook latches which are arranged 
to prevent opening the hoistway doors or gates more than one (1) 
inch after the car has left the landing zone. 
g. Power operated elevators where the hoistway doors are not 
equipped with a door closer and/or no operator is required on 
the car shall have hoistway doors considered in the closed 
position only when the door is within three-eights (3/8) inch 
of the "lock' ' jamb, (or the edge of the opposite door in cases 
where bi-parting doors are used). 
h. For power elevators which are operated only from the car; 
hoistway doors equipped with door closers shall be considered 
closed (and the car may be started) when the door is within four 
( 4) inches of the "lock" jamb, (or the face of the opposite door in 
cases where bi-parting doors are used) if from this position and 
any other up to the fully closed position, the door (or doors, if 
bi-parting) cannot be opened from the landing side to create a 
door opening more than four (4) inches wide, provided that the 
door closer will eventually close the door (or doors, if bi-parting). 
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i. The interlocks for the hoistway doors shall function so that 
the doors shall be in the closed position before the car may 
be operated away from the landing. 
j. On existing power opened and/or closed hoistway doors equipped 
with door closer, hoistway doors shall be considered in the 
closed position and the car may be started only when the door 
is within three-quarter (3/4) inch of the "lock" jamb (or the 
edge of the opposite door, if bi-parting doors) provided that 
the closer will eventually close the door (or doors, if bi-parting). 
k. Hoistway doors or gates for power elevators with a contract 
speed not in excess of one hundred (100) f. p. m. may have the 
interlock service arranged to permit the car to be operated 
away from the landing a distance of not over twelve (12) inches 
before the locking operation takes place provided the following 
requirements are met: 
i. If the locking operation fails to take place as specified, 
further movement of the car will open the operating circuit. 
ii. The car cannot be started by the operating devices until the 
hoistway door is closed. 
iii. The car platform is equipped with a substantial vertical face 
flush with its outer edge and extending at least twelve (12) 
inches below the car platform. 
3. Locking devices for hoistway doors or gates shall be so located as 
to be normally inaccessible from the landing side of the closed 
hoistway door or gate. 
4. Hoistway door or gate locking device requirements for various speeds, 
braking systems, operating methods and gate types are as follows: 
a. nterlocks shall be installed on the following types of elevator 
installation: 
i. Where car capacity speed is in excess of one hundred fifty 
(150) f.p.m. for freight elevators or one hundred (100) f.p.m. 
for passenger elevators, and 
ii. where operational control is automatic or continuous pressure, 
and 
iii. where hoistway doors or gates are vertical or horizontal sliding, 
and 




b. Either interlocks or mechanical locks and contacts shall be installed 
on the following type of elevator installation: 
i. Where car capacity-speed is one hundred fifty (150) f.p.m. or 
less for freight elevators or one hundred (100) f.p.m. or less 
for passenger elevators, and · 
ii. where operational control is automatic, continuous pressure, or 
operated from the car only. 
iii. where hoistway doors or gates are counterbalanced vertical slide 
or combination slide and swing, and 
iv. where the elevator machine is equipped with electrically released 
brakes. 
c. Mechanical locks shall be installed on the following type of freight 
elevator installation: 
i. Where car capacity-speed is one hundred (100) f.p.m. or less, and 
ii. where operational control is from the car only or is hand power, 
and 
iii. where hoistway door or gates are manually opened and gravity 
closed vertical sliding, and 
iv. where the elevator machine is equipped with either electrically or 
mechanically released brakes. 
d. No locking devices are required on the following type of freight 
elevator installation: 
i. Where car capacity speed is seventy-five (75) f.p.m. or less, and 
ii. where operational control is continuous pressure or shipper rope 
or hand power, and 
iii. where hoistway door or gates at terminal landings are automatically 
opened and closed by action of the car or of the Christensen or 
similar type bar gate when the same landing is equipped with 
automatic hatch covers, and 
iv. where the elevator machine is equipped with electrically or 
mechanically released brakes. 
P. Hoistway door or gate emergency unlocking keys and emergency release circuits 
shall conform to the following: 
1. Service Keys and Emergency Keys for Hoistway Doors or Gates. 
a. Service keys, where provided, shall be given only to authorized 
persons and shall open any hoistway doors or gates, which are 
arranged to be opened by the service key, only when the car is 
within the landing zone. 
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b. Emergency keys, where provided, shall be kept in a break glass case 
adjacent to the elevator opening nearest to the main entrance of the 
building or shall be kept by the superintendent or person in charge 
of the building in a location where they are not accessible to 
unauthorized persons. 
c. Emergency keys, where provided, shall be of a type not readily 
duplicated and shall open any hoistway doors or gates which are 
arranged to be opened by the emergency key, regardless of the 
position of the car in the hoistway. 
2. Emergency Releases (which by-pass an interlock or contact circuit). 
a. Emergency releases, where provided, shall be equipped with a 
break glass case and a means of breaking the glass. 
b. Emergency releases, where provided, shall be equipped with 
continuous pressure buttons or switches. 
c. Emergency releases shall not be arranged to function whenever 




06.02. Machinery and rquiprnent 
A. Guide Rails. All elevators shall be equipped with guide rails and 
shall conform to the following: 
1. Where guide rails are sufficiently worn to cause any material 
reduction in the clearances as ~entioned in Rule 06.01.L, 
the guide rails shall be replaced. 
2. Guide rails shall extend continuously the full length of the 
car and/or counterweight hoistway. 
B. Buffers or Bumpers. Elevator installations with car speeds over 
fifty (SO) feet per minute and not of the hydraulic plunger, 
platform, sidewalk or hand type shall be equipped with buffers 
or bumpers, and shall conform to the following: 
1. All buffers shall be maintained in an upright position and 
directly under the striker plates affixed to the car or counter-
weights. The pit striker plate shall be kept cenetered under 
the buffer in cases where the inverted buffer is attached to 
the counterweight. 
2. Oil buffers shall be kept continuously filled with oil to 
the level indicated on the reservoir. 
3. Whenever oil is added, oils equivalent to those recommended by 
the buffer manufacturer for use in the buffer shall be used. 
4. Where elevator pits are not equipped with bumpers, spring 
buffers with tops at least twelve (12) inches above the bottom 
of the pit when compressed, shall be installed in the elevator 
pit. 
C. Counterweights, Drum and/or Car. Elevators equipped with counter-
weights shall comply with the following: 
1. Broken or cracked sections of counterweights shall be replaced. 
2. Counterweight hanger rods and/or tie rods shall firmly support 
and secure the counterweight section in place. 
3. Counterweights shall run in guide rails or guide boxes and 
these guides shall confine the counterweights to a definite 
line of travel in the hoistway and shall extend from the pit 
to the underside of the overhead sheave beams. 
4. Cables extending through counterweights shall be guarded from 
chafing metal or fiber sleeves attached to the cables. 
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D. Guide Shoes. When guide shoes are sufficiently worn so as to cause 
any material reduction in the clearances mentioned in Rule 06.01.L, 
the guide shoes shall be adjusted or rebabbitted or renewed, depending 
upon the type of guide shoes furnished. 
E. Elevator Car Slings and Platfonn Frames shall comply with the 
following: 
1. Elevator car slings shall be rectangular and platform frames 
shall be substantially level. 
2. All power elevator cars should be constructed with steel slings 
and platform frames. 
F. Elevator Car Floors shall comply with the following: 
1. Elevator car floors shall be maintained so that persons will 
not readily slip or trip thereon. 
2. Where tracks are located on an elevator car floor the tops of 
the tracks shall be substantially flush with the general surface 
of the car floor. 
G. Aprons for Elevator Cars Equipped with Car-leveling Devices. Each 
elevator car equipped with car-leveling inching or teaser devices 
that operate the car when the hoistway doors or gates are open shall 
have the car platform provided with a substantial vertical face, flush 
with the edge of the car platform adjacent to the hoistway opening and 
extending a sufficient distance below the car platform so that no 
horizontal opening in the hoistway occurs when the car may be moved by 
the car leveling devices. 
H. Car Tops. Power elevators shall be equipped with a solid or openwork 
car top, and shall comply with the following: 
1. Openwork shall reject a one and one-half (1 1/2) inch ball. 
2. Car tops shall be constructed to sustain a load of not less 
than one hundred and fifty (150) pounds applied at any place 
on1the car top except on the hinged section above a car entrance. 
The following type of elevator installations are not required to 
be equipped with car tops: 
a. Freight elevators operating through automatic hatch covers or 
in a hoistway where all the landing openings are equipped with 
hoistway doors (or with hoistway gates that extend to the floor) 
which are provided with locking devices that conform to Rule 
06.01.0. 
b. The rear portion of a freight elevator equipped with a platform 
more than twelve (12) feet long and over which there are either 
no hoistway landing openings or only landing openings equipped 




c. Freight elevators and platform elevators with a car travel 
not in excess of fifteen (15) feet. 
d. Sidewalk elevators. 
I. Glass in Elevator Cars. No piece of glass, unless laminated or 
otherwise shatterproof should exceed one (1) square foot in area 
when located in the cab of the car. 
J. Car sides. Elevator car sides of solid or openwork, wood or metal 
construction, shall be provided on all sides which are not used 
for loading or unloading and shall comply with the following: 
1. Where openwork construction is used, the openings shall be 
designed to reject a two (2) inch ball unless the enclosure 
is located within one (1) inch of the hoistway wall or the 
counterweight, in which case the enclosure shall reject a 
one-half (1/2) inch ball. 
2. Passenger elevator car sides shall extend to the top of the 
car enclosure and freight elevator car sides shall extend to 
a height of six (6) feet. 
3. 1bat portion of the car side which is adjacent to and in front 
of the counterweight shall extend to the cartop or to a height 
of eight (8) feet where no car top is provided. 
K. Elevator Car Emergency Exits. Each elevator car equipped with a 
top shall be provided with either a car top or car side emergency 
exit, and comply with the following: 
1. Top emergency exit openings, where provided, shall be not less 
than fourteen (14) inches by twenty-two (22) inches. 
2. Top emergency exit covers, where provided, shall be arranged 
so that the exit covers may be opened by hand from either the 
inside or the top side of the car. 
3. Side emergency exit panels, where provided, shall open inwardly 
and shall be arranged to be opened by hand from either the 
inside or the outside of the car, or may he equipped with a 
lock and a removable key which shall be kept either in the car 
or in the emergency hoistway door key case at all times, and 
also with the lock arranged to be opened by hand from the outside 
of the car. 
4. Side emergency exit panels, where provided, on automatic or 
continuous-pressure operated elevators, shall be provided with 
electric contacts which shall be arranged to prevent the oper-




S. Side emergency exit openings, where provided, should not be less 
than sixteen (16) inches wide and no fixed obstruction in the 
hoistway which blocks up the opening shall be permitted. 
6. Freight power elevators may be equipped with a hinged section 
(emergency exit) at least eighteen (18) inches wide extendi~ 
across the width of the car, locatea in the top of the car. 
L. Car Doors or Gates .• Passenger Elevators shall be equipped with 
car doors or gates and shall comply with the following: 
1. Car doors or gates provided with electric contacts shall protect 
each entrance of a power passenger elevator car, shall be 
arranged to guard the full width of the opening, and shall 
extend from within two (2) inches of, and up to a height of not 
less than six (6) feet above the car platform flooring. 
2. Car gates of the scissors or pantograph type on automatic operation 
elevators shall not be opened under power for a space in excess of 
nine (9) inches from the full closure position. 
3. Power closed car doors or gates, in elevators employing a type 
of operation which does not require an operator in the car, shall 
be driven by a mechanism so designed and set that the force necessary 
to prevent the closing of the door or gate shall not exceed thirty 
(30) pounds, and further, that the car door or gate, plus the 
hoistway door or gate, plus all parts rigidly connected thereto 
shall not develop a kinetic energy in excess of seven (7) foot 
pounds computed for the average closing speed, or shall be provided 
with other suitable protecting measures. 
4. For automatic operation passenger elevators having power closed 
or automatically released, self-closing car doors or gates, and 
manually closed or self-closing hoistway doors, the closing of 
the car door or gate shall be prevented unless the hoistway door 
is closed in a position to be locked. 
S. For automatic operation or continuous-pressure operation, the 
minimum clear space between the car doors or gates and the hoist-
way doors or gates shall not exceed five and one-half (5 1/2) 
inches. Where this distance is exceeded the hoistway doors or 
gates shall be altered to co~ly with Rule 06.01.N.2.a. 
6. Collapsible car gates should be constructed to reject a three 
(3) inch ball, when the gates are in a closed position. 
7. Slidirg car doors or gates may be solid, may be provided with 
open grille or bars which should be designed to reject a two 
(2) inch ball, or may be provided with glass or open grille 
v~sion panels. Grilles, bars or vision panels may extend the 
full height of the car door or gate panel. Clear wire or lam-
inated glass shall be used for glass vision panel replacements. 
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M. Car doors or gates for freight elevators. A car door or gate provided 
with an electric contact shall be provided at each entrance of a 
freight elevator where there are recesses or windows opposite the 
car opening or where the hoistway door or gate does not guard the 
full he~ght of the landing opening or where the hoistway is not 
enclosed above the landing opening. 
1. A self-closing mechanically locked car gate or door may be 
provided to guard the opening in the elevator car adjacent to the 
side of a hoistway which has but one landing opening provided that 
the elevator machine is not equipped with an electrically released 
brake and that the car speed is seventy-five (75) feet per minute 
or less. 
2. Car doors or gates for power freight elevators shall be of the 
horizontally or vertically sliding type, shall guard the full 
width of the car opening and should extend from within two (2) 
inches of, and up to six (6) feet above the car platform flooring. 
3. Collapsible car gates for power freight elevators should be 
designed to reject a four and one-half (4 1/2) inch ball when 
the gate is fully closed, 
4. Sliding car doors or gates may be solid, or may be provided with 
open grille or bars which should be designed to reject a two (2) 
inch ball, or may be provided with glass or grille vision panels. 
Grilles, bars or vision panels may extend the full height of the 
door or gate panel. Clear wire or laminated glass shall be used 
for glass vision panel replacements. 
N. Car Door or Gate Electric Contacts. An elevator car door or gate 
shall be fitted with electric contacts in compliance with the following: 
1. The contact shall be arranged to prevent starting of the car 
unless the car door or gate is within two and one half (2 1/2) 
inches of full closure. 
2. Car door or gate electric contacts shall be positively opened 
and the functioning of the contact to prevent the starting of 
the car shall not be solely dependent upon the action of a 
spring or springs, nor upon gravity, nor upon the closing of 
an electric circuit. If an electric circuit is used its interrup-
tion shall prevent the starting of the car by the operating devices. 
3. Car door or gate electric contacts shall not be permitted on 
elevators equipped with machines with mechanically released brakes. 
4. No electrically released, gravity or spring applied rope gripper 
to prevent the movement of the operating rope or rod shall be 
re cog n i z e <l a s a co mp on c n t d c v 1 cc i n n n y c n r d o o r n r F. Q t r. ~ l c c· t Ti c 
contact system, except where the elevator may be operated only 
from the car and when the operating devices are inaccessible from 
the landing side of the hoistway doors or gates when the same are 
in the "closed" position. 
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O. Car Lighting. Elevator cars shall be adequately illuminated at all times 
when in use and shall comply with the following: 
Elevator car lighting or hoistway lighting circuit switches shall 
be located on the car, in the hoistway, or adjacent to the hoist-
way. 
P. Car and Counterweight Safety Devices. Each suspended elevator car 
shall be equipped with a mechanically applied car safety device unless 
it is a power freight elevator or a platform elevator with a total 
rise not exceeding fifteen (15) feet or a hand freight elevator or 
sidewalk elevator with a total rise not exceeding thirty (30) feet 
and such car safety device shall comply with the following: 
1. The car safety device should be attached below the car frame 
and shall be capable of stopping and sustaining the car together 
with its contract load. 
2. All elevator cars which have a capacity speed in excess of one 
hundred {100) feet per minute shall have car safety devices of 
one of the following types and which shall be applied by a speed 
governor device, 
a. Type 1 (Instantaneous) which shall be limited to a capacity 
speed not in excess of one hundred fifty (150) f.p.m. 
b. Type W.C. (Wedge Clamp) with constant retarding force. 
c. Type G.W.C. (Gradual Wedge Clamp) with gradually indreasing 
retarding force. 
d. Type F.G.C, (Flexible Guide Clamp) with constant retarding 
force. 
3, All elevator cars equipped with safety devices which have a capacity 
speed not in excess of one hundred (100) feet per minute may be 
equipped with broken rope car safeties located in the safety plank 
below the car platform or in the cross-head of the sling or on 
the stiles of the car sling. 
4. Pawl type safeties applying to a rack guide rail are permitted 
only on hand-freight elevators and only on power-freight elevators 
where the capacity is not in excess of two thousand (2000) pounds; 
and where also, no person other than the operator is permitted to 
ride. 
s. Car safeties shall be kept well lubricated and operating freely. 
6. Car safeties shall be adjusted to work together and the application 
of the safeties shall not cause the car platform to become out of 




7. Every car safety device and its speed governor devices shall be 
tested in the presence of a State Elevator Inspector, or by an 
Authorized Elevator Mechanic at least once every twelve (12) months. 
Capacity load in a car is not required. 
8. Where the required test is performed by plant personnel and 
witnessed by a State Elevator Inspector, management shall sign 
a form designating the person who is responsible for the test. 
9. Inspectors and Mechanics shall report all safety tests on standard 
forms furnished by the department. 
10. Safety devices shall be tested in the following manner: 
a. Broken rope type safeties shall be tested by obtaining the 
necessary slack to cause them to function. 
b. Speed governor applied type safeties shall be applied at 
capacity speed by tripping the governor by hand. 
11. Car safeties may be arranged to release by raising the elevator 
car but when the car safeties are applied no decrease in the tension 
of the governor cable or motion of the car in the descending direction 
shall release the car safeties. 
Q. Speed Governors. Operation of speed governors shall comply with the 
following: 
1. Governors shall be located where their full movement is unobstructed 
and nothing shall be stored or permitted to remain near the governors 
which might interfere with their operation. 
2. Speed governors shall be set to apply either at not less than 
fifteen (15) percent over capacity speed or at not more than forty 
(40) percent over capacity speed except that no speed governor shall 
be required to be set to apply at less than one hundred seventy-five 
(175) f.p.m. 
3. No speed governor and no car safety shall he repainted unless they 
are retested. 
R. Cables - Speed Governor. Cables for Speed Governors shall comply with the 
following: 
1. Cables for speed governors, when such cables are replaced, shall be 
of iron, steel, monel metal, phospor bronze or covered iron or steel. 
Exception: Elevators with hatch covers. 




3. Tiller rope may be used only for the portion of the governor cables 
wound on the safety drum. 
4. Wherever cables are renewed, a metal tag shall be attached to the 
new cables at their fastenings. On this tag shall be stated -the 
diameter, rated ultimate strength and material of the cables, and 
the date of the cable installation. 
S. Speed governor cables shall run clear of governor jaws during normal 
operation of the car and the center of the speed governor side of the 
common center line of the governor jaws. 
6. Wherever the diameter, construction and/or material of a speed governor 
cable is changed, approval of the proposed change shall be obtained 
from the Supervising Inspector and the car safety shall be retested 
with the altered governor cable in use before the elevator is replaced 
in service. 
s. Machines. Elevator Machines shall comply with the following: 
1. No set screw fastenings shall be used in lieu of keys or pins on 
connections subject to torque or tension. 
2. No friction gearing or clutch mechanism shall be used for connecting 
the drum or sheaves to the main driving gear of elevators. 
3. No worm or gear having cast-iron teeth shall he used for replacement 
purposes on a worm and gear driven machine. 
4. No elevator machine except hydraulic machines shall be operated without 
brak~s, which apply directly to the hoisting machines and arranged to 
apply automatically by springs or gravity when the operating device 
is in the "stop" position. 
S. Electrically operated passenger elevator machines with a car traveling 
in excess of thirty (30) feet shall be equipped with electrically 
released brakes. 
6. No belt or chain driven machine with a car travel in excess of thirty . 
(30) feet shall be used for any passenger elevator unless the machine 
is equipped with an electrically released brake and a broken belt or 
broken chain safety switch of the non-automatic-reset type. 
7. Chains for chain-driven machines when replaced shall be of the belt 
type with multiple links. 
8. All electric elevators, except electro-hydraulic elevators, which 
are operated and/or controlled by magnetically operated contractors 
shall be equipped with electrically released brakes. 
9. Elevator machine motors operated by polyphase alternating current 
shall be equipped with a reverse phase relay or equivalent protection. 
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10. No wire or other current-carrying device shall be substituted for 
the proper fuse or circuit-breaker in an elevator circuit. 
11. An elevator service switch, manually operated and of the multiple 
pole type shall be located so as to be readily visible and accessible 
from the machine location on all electric elevators. No device shall 
be permitted which closes this service switch from any other part of 
the building. 
12. All machine frames, controller frames, control ropes and metal conduits 
shall effectively be grounded. 
13. The maximum circuit voltage or rated system permitted in the operating 
device of elevators shall be three hundred (300) volts to ground for 
automatic operation elevators having operating devices in the car and 
at the landings and seven hundred fifty (750) d.c. or six hundred (600) 
volts a.c. for other types of operating devices. 
T. Terminal Limit Switches and Stopping Devices. Limit switches and stopping 
devices shall comply with the following: 
1. Limit switches or stopping devices located or constructed in a manner 
which interferes with their proper operation shall be altered to function 
properly. 
2. Normal terminal limit switches or stopping devices (directional limits) 
shall be provided on all elevators, and shall be arranged to automati-
cally stop the car and to function independently of the operating 
devices and also independently of final terminal limit switches or 
stopping devices, and further, should, when traveling at any speed 
attained during normal operation, bring the car to rest within the over-
travels but the buffers may be compressed. In lieu of car or hoistway 
mounted switches the following devices shall be used on the described 
type of installations: 
a. All elevators with hand rope of rod operating devices equipped 
with normal terminal limit stop balls fastened to the rope or 
rod which are arranged to center the operating device and if 
winding drum machine equipped, shall also be provided with a machine 
automatic normal terminal stopping device to automatically apply 
the brake and center the operating device. 
b. All elevators with wheel or lever operating devices and with wind-
ing drum machines shall be provided with a machine automatic normal 
terminal limit stopping device to automatically center the dir-
ectional controls and apply the brake. 
c. Hydraulic elevators with a car speed in excess of one hundred 
fifty (150) f.p.m shall be equipped with an automatically operated 
stop valve (or valves) which is operated by the movement of the car 




3. Final terminal limit switches or stopping devices shall be provided 
on all electric elevators in addition to the normal terminal limits or 
stopping devices and shall be arranged to automatically prevent all 
movement of the car by the operating devices, and to stop the car in-
dependently of the normal terminal limit switches or stopping devices, 
and, further, should, when traveling at any speed attained during normal 
operation, bring the car to rest within the overtravels but the buffers 
may be compressed. 
Exceptions: a. Electro-hydraulic elevators. 
b, Electric platform or sidewalk elevators having winding 
drum machines with a normal terminal machine automatic 
stopping device and also with either normal limit switches 
in the hoistway or with normal limit stopping devices 
on the operating rope, chain or rod. 
4, Normal and final terminal limits or stopping devices on electric elevators 
may be located on the car, or they may be located in the machine room if 
mounted on and operated by a stopping device ·automatically connected to 
the car with no dependence on friction as a driving means provided that 
on winding drum machine equipped elevators: 
a. If the normal terminal limit switches are in the hoistway or on the 
car, the final terminal stopping devices shall be in the machine room 
and operated by a machine automatic stopping device. 
b. If the final terminal limit switches are in the hoistway or on the 
car, the normal terminal stopping devices shall be in the machine 
room and operated by a machine automatic stopping device. 
c. If operated by polyphase alternating current and the car speed is 
in excess of seventy-five (75) f.p.m., final stopping devices should 
be in the machine room and operated by a machine automatic stopping 
device, and should open the elevator service circuit. 
S. The earn or earns for operating limit switches shall be of sufficient 
length to hold the switches in the open position when the car is in 
contact with the overhead structure or is resting on the fully compressed 
buffers. 
Exception: Cams which operate non-automatic reset limit switches. 
6. Electric elevators operated in excess of one hundred (100) f.p.m. shall 
have independent control contactors for · both normal and final terminal 
limits or stopping devices. 
U. Operation and Control. Elevator operatjon and contTol ~hall com~ly with th~ 
following: 
1. Elevators equipped with more than one (1) operating system shall have 
the operating systems interlocked to allow the use of only one (1) 
operating system at a time. 
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2. Electro-hydraulic and electric elevators which have an elevator machine 
provided with an electrically released brake 3hall be provided with an 
emergency ''stop" switch in the car, and this switch should be of a type 
in which the contacts are mechanically opened and not solely spring 
opened. 
Exceptions: 1. Automatic operation elevators equipped with a "stop 
button" so marked, in the car. 
2. Sidewalk or platform elevators. 
3. Contacts which are badly pitted, burned, cracked or broken or which 
indicate a condition leading to possible fusing together of the contacts 
shall be renewed. 
4. No circuit breaker operated automatically by a fire alarm system shall 
interrupt the operating circuit of a passenger elevator. 
S. If an overload circuit breaker is used for a direct-current elevator 
the opening of the motor circuit and the opening of the brake circuit 
shall occur simultaneously. 
6. Winding drum machines shall be equipped with a slack cable device located 
on the machine or on the car to apply the brake and stop the machine if 
the car should be obstructed while descending. 
Exceptions: 1. Freight elevators with a travel not exceeding fifteen 
(15) feet. 
2. Platform and sidewalk elevators. 
7. Slack cable switches located on the top of the car shall be of the 
enclosed type. 
8. All operating devices of car switch operating elevators shall automatically 
return to the "stop" position when pressure is released. 
9. Continuous-pressure operation shall not be used for passenger elevators 




10. Automatic operation elevators shall conform with the following: 
a. If the car has started for a given landing, no impulse can be 
given to send the car in the reverse direction. 
b. The car cannot be started by the operating devices unless the car 
door or gate is closed and the electrical contact is in the contacted 
position, and all hoistway doors or gates are closed and the inter-
locks or contacts and car operated mechanical locks are in the 
contacted position. 
Exceptions: Floating platform construction may be used on passenger 
elevators to permit the car to be operated from the 
landing buttons with the car gate open and no passenger 
in the car, under the following conditions: 
i. The entire side of the hoistway opposite a car opening, including 
the doors, sills, lintels and spandrels shall be substantially 
flush (within tolerance of one-quarter (1/4) inch). 
ii. The operation of the car from the car buttons shall be prevented 
unless the platform is depressed and the car gate is closed. 
iii. A weight of thirty (30) pounds placed anywhere on the platform 
shall caust it to function. 
iv. The platform shall be so constructed that there is no pocket or 
recess to catch refuse or dirt under the platform, or no horizon-
tal opening at the car sides where refuse or dirt may block the 
car platform in its depressed position. 
v. 1be entire platform area within the car and the car threshold 
shall float. 
vi. There are no handrails in the car. 
vii. Hoistway door interlocks are provided. 
11. Elevators operated by shipper ropes, cables, rods or any other such 
device shall be inaccessible from outside of the hoistway or comply with 
the following: 
a. The access opening shall be no larger than necessary to permit 
proper operation. 
b. The access opening so arranged and located that all shear hazards 
attendant upon its use are eliminated. 
c. The elevator hoistway doors or gates are equipped with interlocks 
or mechanical locks and contacts. 
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12. Shipper rope, wheel, or lever operating devices shall be provided with 
"up" and "down" position indicators on the operating device. 
13. Sheaves for shipper-rope cables shall be equipped with guards to prevent 
the ropes from leaving the sheaves or the shipper-rope cable tension 
shall be automatically maintained, Overhead tension weights for shipper-
ropes shall be secured by cables or chains fastened to the weights and 
to a suitable anchorage. Shipper-rope cables shall be kept smooth, 
clean, free of oil or grease, and without projecting wires. 
14. Elevators operated by shipper rope, cable or rod devices shall be 
equipped with a centering rope which will insure the operating mechanism 
being placed in the "STOP'' position when it is desired to stop the car 
or may be equipped with a "STOP" switch when such elevators are equipped 
with electrically released brakes. The centering rope shall be so 
located as to be available to the operator for full travel of the car. 
Exception: Sidewalk elevators. 
15. Elevators operated by lever or wheel devices shall be equipped with 
an automatic centering device. 
16. Elevators operated by shipper rope, cable or rod devices, shall be 
equipped with a car rope lock device arranged to engage at all landing 
stop buttons on the operating rope or rod, or an electric rope lock, 
when installed and connected with interlocks on the hoistway doors or 
gates, may be used, 
V. Emergency Signal. Automatic operation . or continuous pressure operation elevator 
when operated within a hoistway which is equipped with hoistway doors or gates 
which extend to the full height of the landing opening, shall either be equipped 
with an audible emergency signal that can be operated from within the elevator 
car with the . signal clearly audible in a hall, room, or office, or shall be 
equipped with a telephone located within the car and connected to a central 
exchange or to a private exchange which is coritinuouslj attended. 
W. Signal Systems. Elevators, or each grouping of elevators shall be provided with 
a signal system by means of which signals can be given from any landing an 
elevator is desired at that landing. 
Exceptions: 1. Signal-operation elevators. 
2. Automatic operation elevators. 
3. Continuous pressure operation elevators. 
4. Elevators which are scheduled to stop at each floor. 
X. Cables, Car and Counterweight. Cables for elevator car and counterweights shall 
comply with the following: 
1. Wherever cables are renewed, a metal tag shall be attached to the new cables 
at their fastenings. On this tag shall be stated the diameter, rated 




2. No winding drum elevator shall be used for passenger service, and, when 
practical, for freight service, unless it is equipped with two (2) 
or more hoisting cables, 
3. All cables anchored to a winding drum shall have not less than one comlete 
turn of the cable left on the drum when the car or counterweight has 
reached the extreme limit of its overtravel. 
4. Whenever car or counterweight cables are replaced the car and/or counter-
weight top clearances shall not be reduced below the requirements of 
Rule 06. 01. K. 
S. No cable shall be lengthened or repaired by splicing. 
6, Cables for power elevator cars and counterweights shall be of iron 
or steel. 
Exception: The Supervising Inspector may permit marlin covered steel cables 
where liability of corrosion or other hazard exists. 
7. Where the material and rated ultimate strength of cable is not known, 
the loads shall be limited to the loads allowed for iron cables of the 
same diameter. 
8. Safe working loads for cables shall not exceed those as permitted by the 
State of Maine Code for New Elevators, Chapter 4. 
9. Hoisting ~ables for elevators shall not be less than three-eights (3/8) 
inch steel or its strength e-qui valent. 
10. Cable ends, when cables are replaced, shall be fastened to the car or 
counterweight by spliced eyes, by return loops, or by individual tapered 
zine or babbitted sockets. The use of wire rope clips or clamps shall 
be prohibited except on the inside of drums. 
Exceptions: 1. Platform and sidewalk elevators. 
2. Car counterweight cables on hydraulic elevators. 
11. Cable ends shall be secured to winding drums by clamps on the inside of 




06.03. Hydraulic Elevators 
A. Hoistway, hoistway enclosures and related construction. Hoistway, 
hoistway enclosures and related c0nstruction shall conform to the 
requirements of Rule 06.01. 
B. Mechanical Equipment. Mechanical equipment shall conform to the 
requirements of Rule 06. 02. and ·c!"le following Rules: 
1. Cylinders of hydraulic elevator machines shall be provided 
with a means for releasing air or other gas. 
2. Each positive-acting pump connected to the pressure tank of 
hydraulic elevators shall be equipped with a relief valve 
(or valves) so installed that it cannot be shut off. 1ne 
relief valve shall be of sufficient size and so located as 
to pass the full capacity of the pump at full speed without 
exceeding the safe working pressure of the pump or tank. 
3. Positive-acting elevator pumps, unless equipped with pressure 
regulators which control the motive power, shall be equipped 
with automatic bypasses. 
4. Pressure tanks, piping, pumps, valves, cylinders, pistons and 
packings of a hydraulic elevator shall be maintained to with-
stand successfully a hydrostatic test wherein the maximum 
testing pressure is SO per cent over the normal working 
pressure. Pressure tanks must have adequate openings for 
internal inspection purposes. 
S. Each pressure tank shall be equipped with a water-gauge galss, 
having brass valves and fittings attached directly to the tank 
and so located as to show the level of the water when the tank 
is more than half-filled. 
6. Each pressure tank shall be provided with a correctly indica-
ting pressure gauge having a capacity not less than one-half 
(1 1/2) times the normal working pressure allowed in the tank. 
7. Each pressure tank shall be provided with a one-quarter (1/4) 
inch pipe-size valved connection for attaching at inspector's 
gauge while the tank is in operation. 
8. Discharge tanks shall be adequately covered, or screened. 
9. All packings used in connection with a hydraulic elevator shall 
be maintained sufficiently tight to prevent any uncontrolled 
movement of the elevator. 
10. Hydraulic elevators operated from pressure tanks where the 
fluid pressure is obtained by directly admitting steam, air 
or other gas to the tank, shall comply with all the rules 
covering hydraulic elevators. 
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06.04. Sidewalk Elevators 
A. Hoistways. lloistway enclosures and related construction shall 
conform to the requirements of Rule 06.01. and the following: 
1. Power operated sidewalk elevator tops. 
Power operated sidewalk elevators shall be provided with either 
metal frames or arched metal bows of sufficient strength to 
open the hatch covers, or be provided with a device that will 
stop the car before a person riding on the car platform could 
be injured, if the hatch cover is not in the open position 
when the car is operated in the up direction. 
2. Sidewalk hatch covers of . the hinged or vertical-lift type 
shall be able to support a uniformly distributed load of 
three hundred (300) pounds per foot. 
B. Machinery and Equipment. Machinery and equipment shall conform 
to the requirements of Rule 06.02. 
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06.05. Hand Power Elevators 
A. Hoistways, hoistway enclosures and related construction shall 
conform to the requirements of Rule 06.01. and the following 
Rules: 
1. Hoistway Doors or Gates for Hand-Power Passenger Elevators. 
a. The word "Elevator" shall be conspicuously displayed 
on the landing side of the doors if they are not 
equipped with interlocks. 
b. Hoistway doors for hand-passenger elevators shall be 
equipped with interlocks, unless 
i. hoistway gates which close when the car leaves the 
landing are installed in addition to the hoistway 
doors; or 
ii. the hoist,,ay doors are made in t ·.vo (2) parts, one 
above the other, the lower part extending approxi-
mately thirty (30) inches above the floor and 
arranged to be opened only after the upper part has 
been opened, and which will be closed by the closing 
of the upper part, or 
iii. the hoistway doors are equipped with two (2) spring 
locks or latches, one located not less than six (6) 
feet above the floor. 
2. No electrically or mechanically driven friction gearing or 
clutch mechanism shall be used to operate any hand elevator. 
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06.06. Portable Electric Hoist When Used as a Freight Elevator Machine 
When a portable electric hoist is used as a freight elevator 
machine, the installation os such elevator shall comply with 
the following: 
A. The elevator shall be used for freight only. 
B. No one shall be permitted to ride on such elevator at any time. 
C. The hoistway shall be enclosed to conform to the applicable 
parts of Rule 06.01. 
D. All hoistway landing entrances shall be provided with doors 
or gates conforming to Rule 06.01.N.l, 06.01.N.3, and 06.01.0. 
E. Adequate illumination for the car and hoistway landing 
entrances shall be provided. 
F. The overhead supports shall be of sufficient strength to carry 
the total machine load to be supported, plus the weight of the 
car and the allowed load capacity of the elevator. 
G. -~~en existing portable electric hoist machines are replaced, 
the replacement unit shall conform to the requirements of 
Rule 04.04. 
H. The allowabl~ load shall be the manufacturer's rated capacity 
minus the weight of the car. 
I. A capacity sign having letters and numerals not less than one (1) 
inch high, reading "CAPACITY" followed ·by numerals denoting the 
allowed load capacity and the letters ''LBS", shall be provided 
in a conspicuous place in the car. 
J. The car or platform shall be enclosed to conform as nearly as 
practicable to the requirements of Rule 06.02.J. 
K. Cars having a travel of over fifteen (15) feet shall be 
equipped with safety devices, and shall comply with Rule 
06.02.P. 
L. The hoist shall be permanently attached to the overhead beams. 
M. The cable or chain shall be permanently attached to the cross-
head. 
N. The operating control shall be made inaccessible from the car. 
0. If, in the judgment of the inspector, the machine limits are 
not adequate, terminal limits shall be provided in the hoistway. 
P. The hoist cables shall not be less than one quarter (1/4) 
inch steel cable or its strength equivalent. 
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06.07. Commercial Stackers When Used as a Freight Elevator 
When a commercial stacker is used as a freight elevator, the installa-
tion of such elevator shall comply with the following: 
A. The elevator shall be used for freight only. 
B. No one shall be permitted to ride on such elevators at any time. 
C. The hoistway shall be enclosed to conform to the applicable parts 
of Rule 06. 01. 
D. All hoistway landing entrances shall be provided with doors or gates 
conforming to Rules 06.01.N.l.,06.0l.N.3. and 06.01.0. 
E. Adequate illumination for the car and hoistway landing entrances 
shall be provided. 
F. The allowed load capacity shall be determined by the design that 
the equipment may adequately handle and be designated by the 
Supervising Inspector. 
G, A capacity sign having letters and numerals not less than one (1) 
inch high, reading "CAPACITY" followed by numerals denoting the 
allowed load capacity and the letters "LBS", shall be provided 
in a conspicuous place in the car. 
H. The car or platform shall be enclosed to conform as nearly as 
practicable to the requirements of Rule 06.02.J. 
I. Cars having a travel of over fifteen (15) feet shall be equipped 
with safety devices, and shall comply with Rule 06.02.P. 
J. The operating control shall be made inaccessible from the car. 
K. Normal terminal limit stopping devices shall be provided. 
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06.08. Platform Elevators 
Platform elevators shall comply with the following: 
A. No platform elevator shall be used for passenger service. 
B. No platform elevator with a travel in excess of fifteen (15) 
feet shall be permitted unless it complies with all the 
requirements of a freight elevator. 
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Rf:SERVf.D FOR FUTURE ELEVATOR RULrS 
80 
CHAPTER 8 
.RULES FOR ESCALATOR INSTALLATIONS 
'Ibis Chapter describes the requirements 
by the Board for t he construction, instal la-
tion, maintenance and operation of escalators. 
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08.01. Existing Escalator Installations 
f:scalators installed before J;muary 14, 1072, shall he operated, 
maintained and inspected in accordance with PART VIII, Escalators, 
except ~cction 800 - Protection of Floor Openings; and PJ\RT IX, 
Inspections and Test of Elevators, Dumbwaiters and Fscalators· of 
the American ~afety Code for flevators, numhwaiters and Escal~tors 
J\l 7. 1-1965. 
08.02. New Escalc:ltor lnstal lations 
A. Escalators installed on and after January 14, 1972, and before 
May 9, 1973, shall have b~en installed, be operated and be maint~ined, 
and be inspected in accordance with PART VI 11, Escalators, except 
Section 800 - Protection of the Floor O~enings; and PART IX, 
Inspections and Tests of Elevators, Dumbwaiters and Escalators; 
of the American Safety Code for Elevators, Dumbwaiters and Escalators 
A-17.1-1965. 
B. Escalators installed on and after May 9, 1973, and before July 27, 
1978, shal 1 have been installed, be operated, be maintained and 
be inspected in accordance with PART VI 11, Escalators, except Section 
800 - Protection of the Floor Openings; PART X, Acceptance and 
Periodic Tests and Inspection of Elevators, Dumbwaiters, Escalators 
and Moving Walks; PART XI, Engineering and Type Tests; and PART 
X 111, Design Data and Formulas; of the American National Standard 
Safety Code for Elevators, Dumbwaiters, Escalators and Moving 
Walks ANSI Al 7. 1-1971. 
C. Escalators installed on and after July 27, 1978, and before October 
11, 1979, shall be installed, operated, maintained and inspected 
in accordance with PART VI 11, Escalators, except Section 800 -
Protection of the Floor Openings; PARTX, Acceptance and Periodic 
Tests ahd Inspections of Elevators, Dumbwaiters, Escalators and 
Moving Walks; PART XI, Engineering and Type Tests; and PART XI 11, 
Design Data and Formulas; of the American National Standard 
Safety Code for Elevators, Dumbwaiters, Escalators and Moving Walks 
ANSI Al 7. 1-1971 with supplements Al?. la-1973, Al?. lb-1973, Al?. lc-1974, 
Al 7. 1d-1975, Al 7. le-1975, Al?. lf-1975 and Al 7. lg-1976. 
D, EsccJlcJtors ins to I led on ,:rnd nftcr October I l, 1979, slwl I be inslul led, 
opcr.JtcJ, 111iJintc1inccJ .Jnd inspected in cJccon.Lrncc with PART VI 11, 
Escnlators, except Section 800 - Protection of the Floor Openings; 
PART X, Acceptance and Periodic Tests and Inspections, and Maintenance; 
P/\RT XI, Engineering and Type Tests; and PART XI 11, Design Data and 
Formulas; of the American National Standard Safety Code for Elevators, 
Dumpwaiters, Escalators and Moving Walks - ANSI Al7.l-l978. 
NOTE: Reference to Section 800 - Protection of Floor Openings 1s 
deleted from PART VI 11 Floor Opening Protection is covered by tffP/\ 
and enforced by the State Fi re Marshal 1, Department of Public ScJfety. 
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RESERVED FOR FUTURE ESCALATOR RULES 
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CHAPTER 10 
RULES FOR MANLIFT INSTALLATIONS 
This Chapter references the National Code 
and the exceptions to that code that the 
Board has adopted for the State of Maine 




10.01. Existing Manlift Installations 
Manlifts installed before January 14, 1972, shall conform to the 
rcquir~ments of the American Notional Standards Institute Safety 
Standard for Manlifts J\NSI A90.l-1969. The word "should" in Rules 
103 (e), 201 (b) and 400 (Note) in the ANSI J\90.1-1969 Code for 
the purposes of the State of Maine Rules, will mean 1 1shall". 
10.02. New Manlift Installations 
Manlifts installed on and after January 14, 1972, shall conform to 
the requirements of the American National Standards Institute Safety 
Standard for Manlifts ANSI A90.l-1969. The word 11 should" in Rules 
103 (e), 201 (b) and 400 (Note) in the ANSI J\90.1-1969 Code for the 
purpose of the State of Maine Rules, will mean "shall". 
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This Chapter describes the requirements 
for the construction, operation, main-
tenance and inspection of tramways. This 
Chapter also describes the requirements for 
licensing tramway inspectors and wire rope 




12.01 Incorporation by Reference 
A . On A p r i 1 l 1 , l 9 7 9 , t he Bo a rd of E l e v a to r a n d T r a mw a y S a f e t y , ado p t e d 
the "American Naticnal Standard Safety Requirements, for Aerial Pas-
senger Tramway", - B77. l-1976 and Addendum 877. la-1978 as the Rules 
for New Construction, to become effective October 1 l, 1979, with 
the following exception: 
Rule 2.4.5.2.4 to read, ''Each chair shall be equipped with a 
Safety Bar or Belt that wi 11 not open under forward pressure." 
B. The rules for existing tramways are those rules which were in 
effect at the time of their installation except certain safety 
devices and operation and maintenance procedures may be required 
to be altered or added to comply with the current code. 
12.02. New Installations 
Before construction of any new passenger tramway installation is 
commenced, the operator shall submit to the Supervising Insl')ector 
a complete set of design specifications and plans signed and sealed 
hy a qualified engineer. These shall include a line calculation, 
a closed line profile and plot plan showing proximity of power lines, 
highways, rivers and other features considered in design location; 
tower and terminal design and foundation details. Detail drawings 
of the power heads, termin~ls, sheaves, counterweight, electrical 
wiring, wire rope date, etc., may be submitted during the construction, 
hut shall he submitted prior to the installation of these items. All 
plans and specifications shall be in Fnglish. 
Within 14 days of receipt of 'Plans and Sl)ecifications, the Supervising 
Inspector will notify the op.erator of the results of the review and 
the permit to commence constructjon, or 1~ill state the conditions which 
shall be met prior to constructjon. 
It is the responsibility of the owner to notify the Supervising 
Inspector during construction keeping hjm informed of the progress 
and allowing a 48 hour notice prior to pouring concrete and installing 
anchorages. 
All excavations for foundations and anchorages shall he inspected 
by the Supervising Inspector or his designee prior to installing any 
structures. Samples of concrete used in the construction of the 
tramway shall he taken as directed and sent to an authorized testing 
laboratory for analysis at the expense of the owner. 
12.03· Alterations 
Any alteration of a passenger tramway, such as moving, lengthening, 
changing the drive or any change affecting the safety or factors of 
safety in the design shall be submitted to the Board for approval. If, 
in the opinion of the Board, a re-design is necessary, the same procedure 
as that for a new installation shall be followed. 
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12.04. Acceptance Tests 
All new passenger tramway installations and alterations of existing 
passenger tramways shall he thoroughly inspected and tested hy the 
Supervising Inspector or his designce, before the system is put into 
operation for the public. 
This inspection and test shall include those items outlinec in 
ANSI B 77.1 Art. 2.1.14 Acceptance Tests and Inspection. 
Only after the inspection and tests have been completed satisfactorily 
will the passenger tramway be accepted. 
12.05. Initial Inspection Expenses 
The inspection of all excavations for foundations and anchorages 
including pouring of concrete and installing of the ledge anchorages 
and such other preliminary inspection shall be considered part of the 
initial inspection and the expense of same shall he borne by the owner. 
12.06. Accident Reporting 
A. Report Immediately 
A tramway operator shall report immediately to the Supervisinr 
Inspector, either by telephone or telegraph, all accidents 
involving passenger tramways and as described below. The lift 
shall be shut down until all corrections are made and approved 
by the Supervising Inspector. The operator shall also complete 
a lift accident report form and send to the office of the Supervising 
Inspector. 
The following constitutes an accident to be reported in accordance 
with above: 
1. Any malfunction that results in damage to or failure of tramway 
components such as wire rope support structures, gear hox, 
motor, bullwheel and bearings, brakes, roll back equipment shafts 
or couplings. 
2. Any cable de-railment in which the wire rope leaves the tower 
support or bullwheel and reaches within 2 feet of the ground. 
3. Any failure of aerial lift carrier grips resulting in slippage 
on the haul rope or detachment of the carrier from the main 
haul rope. 
4. Any fire damage to mechanical equjpment, control building, 
drive building or any structure close enough to the tr~~way 
whereby heat damage could result. 
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G. R.eport within 24 hours 
/\. tram\..;ay operotor shall rcrort in writin,r. hy compJetinr the lift 
accic]ent report form on e: scmH rr. it to the office of the .rupcr-
vi sing Inspector witldn 211 hours of any accident as outli~<:d 
below: 
1. Any accident involving personal injury requ1r1ng a physician's 
attention, resulting from use of the tramway. 
2. Any abnormal operation of tramway equipment involvinr operating 
speed, operation of the brakes and/or anti-roll back equipment. 
3. Any evacuation of an aerial lift. 
12. 07. J\nnua 1 Inspect ions 
A. Each tramway shall be inspected twice each year. One inspection 
shall be made when weather allows a complete inspection of all 
stationary and moving parts and safety devices. The second 
inspection will be performed during the operating season. 
Further, those tramways which are operated for public use at 
periods other than the normal skiing season shall have a third 
inspection during that period. 
B. The Board will accept tramway inspection reports from only State 
Inspectors or Tramway Inspectors who have been properly licensed 
by the Board in compliance with Section 479, Elevator and Tramway 
Law. · 
C. Tramway inspection reports shall be made on forms approved by 
the Board and each report shall include only one tramway which 
shall he designated by its registration number. Said Report 
shall be submitted directly to the Bureau by the tramway inspector 
or by the insuring company. 
12.08. Tramway Inspectors Licenses 
A. Any person making application for ;i Tramway Inspector's licen5e must 
submit an application form to the r.oard and shall provide any addi-
tional documentation that the Board may require. The Board, in 
turn, shall inform the Supervisor if a license may be granted on 
the basis of experience or if an examination is necessary as provided 
in Section 479A of the Elevator and Tramway Law. 
B. Tramway Inspector's Licenses shall expire on December 31 of the 
year in which issued and shall be renewed annually on a renewal 
application form. If a license is not renewed for a period of 
three years, the applicant must submit an initial application as 
provided in Rule 12. 08.A. 
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12.09.-12.10. 
12.09. Wire Rope Inspection 
A. Each tramway equipped with wire rope shall have an annual wire rope 
inspection. 
B. The Board will accept wire rope inspection reports from only State 
Inspectors or authorized wire rope inspectors. 
C. Wire rope inspection reports shall be made on forms approved by 
the Board and each such report shall include only one wire rope 
which shall be designated hy its use and the registration number 
of the tramway. 
D. The wire rope inspection report shall be submitted directly to 
the Bureau by the wire rope inspector. 
12.10. Authorization of Wire Rope Inspectors 
A. Any person making application for a wire rope inspector's 
authorization must submit to the Board documented evidence of 
experience in wire rope manufacture, Installation, Maintenance 
and/or inspection. The Board will inform the Supervising Inspector 
if the experience is suitable for authorization. 
B. Letters of Authorization will expire on December 31 of the year 
issued. 
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